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Abstract 

 

Sweden has a divided pattern in terms of voting patterns from region to region in terms of the 

urban/rural divide in the 2006-14 three-time election cycle. The country’s mid-sized 

municipalities outside of the three major metropolitan areas show a general likelihood to vote 

for the left-leaning red-green coalition than to vote for the centre-right “alliance” in the urban 

areas. On the contrary, the alliance had a general advantage on the countryside or in minor 

locations in said municipalities. Out of the 31 municipalities studied, regional variations are 

significant. Northern municipalities, while left-leaning in both demographic groups, saw a 

general trend of the red-green parties winning more relative votes outside of the urban centres. 

This went heavily against the rest of the country’s tendencies, while southern Sweden also 

saw many towns vote for the alliance over the red-greens, especially in 2010.  

The study confirmed that towns and rural areas are moving further apart, especially when 

considering the influence of the social conservative and nationalist Sweden Democrats on the 

rural areas. The Social Democratic party has instead become ever more dependent on urban 

voters during the eight years of opposition to the alliance between ’06 and ’14. The other 

main party of Sweden, namely the Moderates was slightly stronger in towns than rural areas 

in ’06, before shifting in a slightly more rural-dependent direction in the forthcoming 

elections. 

The scope of the study covered all eight parliamentary parties elected into the Swedish 

Riksdag in 2014. The findings did indicate tendencies for several of them in the electoral 

research being done around that election. Areas with lower trust in the political system, lower 

political personal interest, sense of direction of the country going in the wrong direction and 

low trust ratings for the European Union were linked with rural areas, where the Sweden 

Democrats gained strong support as an anti-establishment party. Interestingly, in spite of a 

larger number of the Swedish electorate self-identifying as to the right rather than to the left, 

the strong divide of right-leaning voters between the alliance parties and the Sweden 

Democrats contributed to a minority left-leaning government led by the Social Democrats 

being able to take office after the 2014 election. This study has helped identify and confirm 

regional and demographical differences between parties and has correlated well with previous 

findings.  
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1. Introduction 

Why towns and rural areas? In a time of rapid political change in Sweden and in the Western 

World as a whole is it in my view, as author of this thesis exceptionally relevant to go down 

on a deep level in one of those factors that can result in differences in terms of how voters cast 

their vote. Towns and rural areas are often linked together in Swedish municipalities, which 

makes possible contrasts extra visible and relevant to study if one compares parts of 

municipalities versus one another. Is there a harmony, or do large splits within municipalities 

exist regarding the political will? 

31 municipalities shall be examined. These are located across the entire country, in all 

counties bar one (see maps on pages 41-43). Based on the accumulated numbers of those 

votes that have been cast in the examined municipalities there are approximately three out of 

ten voters in Swedish parliamentary elections.1 The four large metropolitan areas and those 

municipalities that have fewer than 50,000 inhabitants could each be counties as separate 

thirds. Therefore, I do argue that 31 municipalities with between 50,000 and 150,000 

inhabitants are perfect for categorizing as mid-sized in a population perspective since they are 

situated right in between metropolitan areas and smaller municipalities in terms of population. 

The question that this thesis answers is whether the political will among town-based and rural 

voters are matching one another? Does one or the other demographic group in these modern 

Swedish merged municipalities an advantage in their municipalities’ accumulated result 

depending upon party preferences in the parliamentary elections? It is to that question this 

study shall try and answer in the context of Sweden’s parliamentary riksdag elections 2006, 

2010 and 2014 in the country’s mid-sized municipalities. The ideal size for a set area for local 

politics is a historically fought question without clear answers. Robert Dahl among others 

notes in the book Size and Democracy that the conflict is between how efficient it is for the 

citizenry to be able to participate and in terms of how society’s possibilities to have resources 

to realize the wishes of said citizenry.2 

Sweden’s municipalities nowadays have everything from a couple of thousand to many 

hundreds of thousands of inhabitants. In conjunction with the municipal reform in Sweden in 

the early 1970’s many small municipalities were merged with surrounding towns. Since then 

                                                           
1 Swedish Electoral Agency & Microsoft Excel 
2 Dahl, Robert & Tufte, Edward, R. (red.) (1973); Size and Democracy; p. 20; Stanford University Press 
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has these former municipalities been a part of a larger unit. The question is though: how 

common is it that one part of the municipality gets its will through against the other part of the 

municipality? In Democracy and its Critics Dahl claims that a dominant minority with a 

strong determination can govern over the rest of the populace.3 This could also apply to a 

majority that doesn’t live in the town, or who don’t live in rural areas. Through society’s 

increased centralization towards towns in the form of societal services differences may lead to 

tension and problems. From that formulation of scientific problem this study starts off. 

The intention to write about this subject comes from a strong interest in political demography 

and how it helps political scientists, officials, politicians and interested members of the 

general public to understand tendencies, deviations and common denominators between 

different parts of a populace. Sweden has 29 electoral constituencies in parliamentary 

elections.4 In practice it is with the help of compensating on a national scale for the regional 

mandates a proportional representation, which leads to one sole functional constituency for 

the entire country. Within the frame of this there is a so called parliamentary cut-off that 

requires that each party that shall be included in the division of the 349 seats of the riksdag 

must have had at least 4 % of the valid votes cast. 

Towns and rural areas are geographical opposites with sometimes clear, but also sometimes 

vague borders. The political landscape is divided into municipalities whose functions is to 

organize local societal functions within the framework for the local democracy where both 

towns and rural areas are inside shared administrative borders. Sweden is divided into 290 

municipalities. They vary to high degrees in terms of size but during the large municipal 

reform during the 1970’s the number drastically shrank compared to previously, which 

rendered fewer local elections and thus lower representation for the individual voter. From 

that standpoint there is the main problem that leads into the subject for the thesis: Are there 

strong differences between the sympathies of the parties in these relatively newly formed 

municipalities? Differences that in those cases exist between the two groups that on one hand 

either live in the town that the municipality is governed from, along with those who live 

outside of town, but within the municipal borders and are included into the same political 

governance? 

 

                                                           
3 Dahl, Robert (1989); Democracy and its Critics; p. 277; Yale University Press 
4 Electoral agency 
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Research that has been conducted in both past and present in both Sweden and the rest of the 

world has shown that the so-called “dividing line” between town residents and the rural 

population does exist.5 Differing prerequisites for living causes differing standpoints value- 

and ideology-wise, which should result in political differences being formed. Could these be 

generally recreated in terms of municipalities with a similar leadership? Through studying 

election results at a localized level down to the individual polling stations I do hope to be able 

to either confirm or deny the connection between confidence and geographical demographics 

with electoral results. Those results that are presented on election night in the election to the 

Swedish riksdag are generalizable as a cross section through the entirety of Sweden, but 

similarly to an iceberg, it is just the peak seen over the surface. 

Sweden also has different regions, often divided into country lands Götaland (Gothia) in the 

south, Svealand in the middle and Norrland (Northland) in the north. Are there regional 

divides in terms of how differences between how towns and rural areas vote are manifested? 

The reason this thesis is aimed towards finding possible regional differences is to be able to 

get a full perspective on where those potential differences are. 

Sweden has besides the national parliamentary election hundreds of either county- or 

municipal elections, where the populace of said counties and municipalities decide on who 

represent them regionally or locally. Through the Valmyndigheten (Electoral agency) and 

their results there is an easy access down to a precinct level in how differing parts of the 

country has chosen to cast their votes. It is in these statistics that is filled with information this 

thesis has turned to with the view to be able to find the answers to the most relevant questions 

of communion and division within the society that are important to pose. 

What in previous research is there as clues to determine the relevance of a study down to the 

localized level to determine tendencies between various demographic groups? Primarily the 

hypothesis that from the modern Swedish electoral research that groups that are at a greater 

physical distance from the political power has a lower confidence in terms of how democracy 

is functioning and for politics in general.6 

In that context it is important to mention relevant theories that hypothesis regarding clear 

differences in electoral results between towns and rural areas are built upon. Research from 

the SOM Institute at Gothenburg University shows that the confidence for societal 

                                                           
5 Oskarson, Maria (2016); En politisk skiljelinje mellan stad och land?; SOM-institutet; Göteborgs universitet 
6 Oskarson, M (2016) 
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development and politics is lower in rural areas.7 More people in rural areas are of the opinion 

that the development of society is going in the wrong direction and the confidence for the 

European Union institutions are by a large margin lower than especially in metropolitan 

areas.8 In other words there is a natural scepticism towards governmental and 

intergovernmental institutions in rural areas. There are further indications that there are 

tendencies indicating rural areas have stronger likelihood to vote against a strong state: rural 

people are more often home owners, use cars way over the national average and are strong 

opponents towards a rise of the carbon fuel tax.9 The numbers presented in various reports 

from the SOM Institute in other words seem to indicate that there are numerous differences in 

terms of attitude. 

What is there in mid-sized municipalities that make those theoretically relevant to study? Out 

of the four categories covered in the SOM Institute’s questionnaire forming the basis of the 

research there are three of those represented in the category of municipalities between 50,000 

and 150,000. Those are “pure rural areas”, “smaller settlements” and “larger settlements”. 10 

By getting such a large sample of electoral groups within larger units consisting of both towns 

and rural areas over the entire country a cross section is created of the entire country based 

upon the differing lines being found in earlier research in the area. 

In summation, the empirical part of the work is about Sweden’s mid-sized municipalities and 

to go through how voting patterns in parliamentary elections look like based upon the 

dividing line between the central town and rural areas that have been confirmed in earlier 

research. The approach is to divide each of the reviewed municipalities into two separate 

parts: one precinct covering the mid-sized town that is the central location for the 

municipality, and one part covering the surrounding rural area. This can show where strengths 

and weaknesses for parties exist and where in the country differing preferences within the 

same administrative borders exist. 

The distribution of the empirical data material is based upon maps and electoral results that 

the Electoral agency publishes in conjunction with the Swedish elections at a precinct level. 

Through these maps a judgement is made on whether a precinct is determined to belong to the 

central town or whether it’s belonging to the municipality’s surrounding land, what could be 

                                                           
7 Oskarson, M (2016) 
8 Oskarson, M (2016) 
9 Oskarson, M (2016) 
10 Oskarson, M (2016) 
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in minor settlements, really small settlements as well as purely rural. The fundamental 

dividing line is in concrete terms based upon the principle of the central settlement, which 

means that municipalities are divided around a larger settlement where municipal services and 

population are concentrated. 

The problem area is related to municipal sizes and those ideal types of democratic 

organizations’ sizes out of a perspective that voters should have as great of an influence over 

their representation as possible. Why is then the subject of relevance? If there are two clear 

sides within a political area like a town and a surrounding area that both have a certain size 

then either one or the other part will have a greater influence in the local democracy. In some 

cases the groups of town- and rural residents will likely have common political preferences. 

Even so in many cases there will most likely be the case that those municipalities often 

created in the 1970’s from the earlier large town municipalities and the very small rural 

municipalities that have been assembled into larger units, have differing values. 

1.1. Aim 

The aim is to assemble data covering differences in voting patterns between central 

settlements and rural areas in those municipalities of Sweden that are larger than small 

municipalities but smaller than metropolitan areas. The reason to conduct the thesis is to be 

able to identify tendencies and differences between differing voting groups in Sweden based 

upon place of residence in a shared local electoral area. Therefore, the hope is that the thesis 

will be able to show development, similarities and differences within this group of 

municipalities. With about 28.8 % of voters they place a decisive role for the election 

outcome.11 Therefore an understanding of those can contribute to understanding of those 

tendencies that exist, along with widening the knowledge and the concepts regarding Swedish 

voting patterns. Also the aim includes to compare the parties’ results compared to their 

respective national averages to find tendencies coming out of those results. Whether earlier 

research’s theoretical findings regarding social attitudes can be connected to the electoral 

results is also of great importance for the findings of the thesis. 

Could there be two politically segregated units in the same municipality that tends to vote for 

different majorities, but where only one of the parties gets the upper hand since they are 

within the same municipal border? Also, how do rural areas and towns differ in various parts 

                                                           
11 Electoral agency & Excel 
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of Sweden? That is where the regional perspective comes into play. I have divided all three 

country lands Götaland, Svealand and Norrland into five sub-regions, where the Götaland 

area has three parts and the Svealand and Norrland municipalities are under the same regional 

bloc. Thereby one can see in which part of the country the largest differences of voting 

between towns and rural areas exist. 

1.2. Research questions 

1. What dividing lines are there in voting between Sweden’s mid-sized municipalities 

towns and rural areas?  

2. Do these possible dividing lines follow national trends, do they close or edge away 

further, both regionally and for the parties?  

3. Do findings from earlier electoral research regarding attitudes and party sympathies 

correlate with the patterns found?  

With regards to these research questions and they are connected to one another in the shape of 

them looking at various factors within the same type of geographical voter groups around the 

entire country. 

1.3. Disposition 

The presentation of the work is done in several steps. After the aim and research questions 

theoretical baselines are presented that in turn leads into Swedish and foreign earlier research 

respectively regarding the subject matter of urban and rural voters. Afterwards methods, 

material and approaches are presented, along with which 31 municipalities that have been 

selected and why those very municipalities are included. The empirical results part is based 

upon the parliamentary electoral results between 2006 and 2014 in these municipalities is 

presented in closer detail in the introduction to the chapter. 

It contains in part the municipal results for the 31 seats and the 31 rural areas, in part the eight 

parliamentary parties’ results and also regional differences between three parts of Götaland 

along with Svealand and Norrland. Through looking at Sweden’s eight leading parties that 

have been elected into the riksdag over the latest parliamentary cycle a detail level is reached 

with how support also at party level is divided between towns and rural areas. Towards the 

end of the thesis the results are analysed based upon the research questions and the results are 

discussed and put into context prior to a literature and theoretical discussion that follows. 
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There is also a section for concluding remarks. At the end there is a discussion about 

proposals through further research based upon this thesis. 
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2. Theory & contribution to science 

Robert Dahl is the main theoretical influence for this thesis through his democracy theoretical 

work. In Democracy and its Critics Dahl describes the growth of the modern democratic 

society and that a consequence of moving democracy from city states to larger sovereign 

states renders a restriction of individuals’ possibilities to directly affect their democracy. 12 

Dahl also claims that an institutional risk in democratic systems is that minorities govern in 

what is meant as a majority system. A dominant minority can control and set the agenda for 

the decisions that come up on the agenda and the later implemented. 13 Dahl does however 

pose criticism against the reasoning as an unavoidable consequence of a society where one 

group will be active and involved and another not. 14  

As a contrast, this thesis puts the minority context in a nearby democratic perspective. From 

that respect one can apply it on a dividing line between towns and rural areas. The political 

infrastructure is located in the central settlement and most often is there also a majority of 

voters within the frame of town limits. In the same manner is there in some cases a majority 

of voters outside the central settlement, both in the categories of purely rural and small 

settlements. Where there in many cases are different political will between towns and rural 

areas can distortions of power emerge also at a voters’ level, not only in the shape of an active 

political minority of the populace. One hypothetical scenario that embodies minority 

dominance and problems of legitimacy is if the town has 70 % of voters and a small majority 

for one of the blocs that the town populace has chosen to represent it. Within the same 

municipal borders are there 30 % of voters who live outside who have chosen the other bloc 

with a sizeably larger margin, that then either get more total votes or somewhat fewer. 

Regardless of outcome municipal parts with differing electoral outcomes for said dividing line 

per definition become minority dominated in terms of that another group than one of the areas 

decide the outcome. 

Dahl et al describe in the book Size and Democracy along with Edward R. Tufte how the 

smaller democracies of Europe operated under the early part of the second half of the 20th 

century. The book was published in 1973, which shall be taken into consideration, since the 

book described that time’s democratic challenges, but as a theoretic background is it an 

                                                           
12 Dahl, Robert (1989); Democracy and its Critics; p. 225; Yale University Press 
13 Dahl (1989); p. 277 
14 Dahl (1989); p. 271 
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interesting time époque so study and use regardless. Smaller democratic systems were 

according to a template that was describe as simplified, more homogenous than larger 

democratic systems.15 One direct correlation of this was an increased conformism, which 

could be interpreted as a negative in a democratic system, but at the same time conflicts were 

fewer. 16 Those conflicts that did arise in the wake of such systems turned even more 

polarizing and explosive. 17 Northern Ireland is a possible such example that such a polarized 

climate ensued that there was a power divide required between the two demographic groups 

and collective governments since the self-governance from the United Kingdom government 

became a reality through the Good Friday Agreement from 1998.  

Where homogeneity in terms of values and prerequisites along with the conflict proneness is 

lower, smaller democratic institutions do tend to work clearly more frictionless according to 

this template. There are still both advantages and disadvantages when it comes to 

effectivization and a further centralization of the political power.18 At a root level smaller 

municipalities do suffer a problematic situation regarding their capacity to proceed with their 

tasks that in the case of Sweden resulted in the current system of 290 municipalities where 

large rural areas were incorporated into a nearby larger town. In a study based upon 

respondents from five different sovereign states (Italy, Mexico, the United Kingdom, the 

United States and West Germany) had all five countries’ citizens indicated that it was easier 

to affect their local politics as a single individual than the nationwide one.19 One theoretical 

reasoning coming from that is that the greater chance it is perceived from one individual 

citizen that their participation can lead to change, the greater is the motivation to engage 

themselves in democratic contexts.20 Therefore smaller democratic units could prove efficient 

to maximize participation. 

Contribution to science 

As being mentioned above this thesis contributes to be able to connect together existing 

electoral research based upon surveys and exit polls to empirical electoral results down to 

precinct level. Since the thesis is focused in terms of a certain group of municipalities that 

                                                           
15 Dahl, Robert & Tufte, Edward. R (red.) (1973); Size and Democracy – The Politics of the smaller European 
Democracies; p. 92; Stanford University Press 
16 Dahl & Tufte (red.); p. 92 
17 Dahl & Tufte  (red.);  p. 92 
18 Dahl & Tufte (red.); p. 28 
19 Dahl & Tufte (red.); p. 57 
20 Dahl & Tufte (red.); p. 40 
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maps out voter preferences inside shared political boundaries, it will be an important addition 

to understand the politically demographic dividing lines that goes through the Swedish 

electorate. The relevance is clear through the local and regional perspective that also puts 

individual municipalities’ differences in focus and how those vary through different regions, 

which further puts the finger on where in the country the political divides between towns and 

rural areas are manifested within municipal boundaries. Through mapping out close to 30 % 

of Sweden’s voters during three separate elections the reader will get a good insight in trends 

and in terms of how the election results and connections are in accordance with previous 

research within the area.  

Instead of unifying large amounts of rural municipalities the “central settlement principle” has 

resulted in municipal boundaries being drawn from a central-periphery-structure that has led 

to municipalities being drawn around a centralized urban area that has either a majority or a 

large minority of the total population.21 The hypothesis that follows is that when the two 

specific areas of the municipality are divided differences will be seen and that one of the 

demographic electoral groups will find itself governed by either a majority or a minority of a 

group of voters who have other political preferences. If the entire municipality has a common 

preference but in differing grades said differences play a less concrete role in reality. It does 

however mean that when there is everything between 10,000 to 40,000 voters who participate 

in the vote outside of the central settlement that there is a sizeable proportion who don’t get 

their majority will through. In spite of the central settlement principle being implemented 

does Sweden have a large amount of municipalities with a lower number of voters than the 

smallest units in the in the mid-sized municipalities have. In theory those voters then do have 

a greater possibility to affect their local politics than what voters who have a larger settlement 

or rural areas within the same municipal borders to take into account. Is the conflict real is 

then the next logical question? As will be shown in the section regarding previous research 

there are huge differences between social and political attitudes between purely rural areas, 

smaller towns and metropolitan areas. Those differences are often escalating from one group 

to another depending on the size of the residence settlement. 

There are other dividing lines to study aside from place of residence and opposing viewpoints 

could possibly exist regarding the clear line drawn between what is in town and what is a rural 

area depending on the electoral precincts’ boundaries. What the thesis foremost leads to is an 

                                                           
21 Westerståhl, Jörgen & Johansson, Folke (1981); Medborgarna och kommunen; p. 131; 
Kommunaldemokratiska kommittén; Ds Kn 1981:12 
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overview picture of how in part general differences between towns and rural areas manifest 

and in part how large those are in various regions and specific municipalities.  That 

municipalities of a regional size have been selected is because those have a high number of 

voters in both the central settlement and the rural area to be able to be compared. From a 

perspective about other dividing lines that also occur in the SOM Institute’s reports and 

publications there are; highly paid in relation to low paid, old in relation to young, men in 

relation to women, among others. The relevance for this thesis comes from putting the finger 

on one of multiple factors that can make a difference for voting patterns – as well as crossing 

over the earlier mentioned demographic groups. 

In other sovereign states that follow an electoral system of first past the post like the United 

Kingdom, the United States, Canada and Australia render every constituency within smaller 

confines an own competition about getting through one sole parliamentary representative. 

This leads to the subnational nature of the electoral campaign to come more into focus than in 

a party-centred system. In an extension that means that research on local levels regarding 

Swedish electoral results becomes extra interesting from a perspective of verifiability. This is 

a result of all votes in Sweden counting just as equal, rather than differently depending on the 

division of seats. That in turn can contribute to increase the understanding regarding voters’ 

movements, where political parties and blocs have their strengths and so forth. The most 

important aim this thesis wants to accomplish is to show that the definition towns/rural areas 

can be much wider than to just reason alone regarding sparsely populated municipalities and 

the well-documented challenges those face. Therefore it is important in this context to discuss 

the divide that possibly exists between both towns and the surrounding land in these mid-

sized municipalities, but also further to define differences between these rural areas to the 

country’s dominant central settlements in relation to small municipalities further from these 

regional metropolises. 

Another important part will be to see whether there are tendencies that go towards an 

increased split between various areas of municipalities and if the voter movement is greater in 

either towns or rural areas, or whether Sweden’s municipalities of a mid-sized regional 

importance instead have a similar movement between elections for the parties in respective 

parts of the municipalities. 

The work shall also examine whether there is a part of Sweden’s rural areas that lean more to 

the right than central locations in those mid-sized municipalities. The reason behind that 
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scientific approach is that there in the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia, to 

name a few, the largest right-leaning party is dominant in a clear majority of the rural areas, 

which is clearly showed by maps of election results at a county level in the United States and 

at a constituency level in especially southern and central England. The very most sparsely 

populated of Sweden, farther from towns, instead tend to be very strong Social Democratic 

areas. Instead the Alliance (right-leaning) parties are dependent on the densely populated 

larger municipalities in the elections they have won either a majority (2006) or a plurality 

(2010) of the votes in, this aside from in the country’s southernmost parts. In those smaller 

municipalities the Sweden Democrats grew strongly at the cost of the Alliance in 2014. 

Therefore, the thesis will put focus on the rural areas in the studied mid-sized municipalities 

to see whether the same tendency is present there too. 

The thesis will also try and identify regional variations in rural areas’ and towns political 

tendencies in the studied municipalities. There are some interesting numbers to take into 

account from the start. One clear example was that the Social Democrats had 47.4 % of the 

vote in Nyköping Municipality in and 46.9 % in Luleå Municipality in 2002, whereas in 2014 

it had changed to 34.0 % in Nyköping whereas the drop had been limited to 44.7 % in Luleå. 

22 23 Voter behaviour over time at a local level in nationwide elections is a research subject 

that gives a perspective from a situation where voters over the entire country vote for the 

same Prime Ministerial candidates in a proportional election over the entirety of said country. 

Regardless of electoral system each over has one vote, but in a proportional system every 

voter have a reason to vote since each vote makes a difference. 

The result of the study will be useful to increase understanding of the political patterns that 

exist in a part of the electorate that has a large share of the number of eligible voters at a 

nationwide level, which renders the regional mid-sized urban areas and their surrounding rural 

lands. Through reading the study the academia, the general public and political parties can get 

an increased knowledge of in which direction these two groups of voters have been heading. 

Aside from that it will also contribute to diversifying the research about political differences 

between towns and rural areas, as well as looking to find how those differences vary in 

different parts of the country. 

                                                           
22 Electoral agency 
23 Electoral agency 
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2.1. Frame of interpretation 

The interpretation of the result is primarily oriented towards a division of all 31 mid-sized 

municipalities into two separate parts, towns and rural areas. By going through the results at a 

precinct level two results will emerge that will give an answer to whether the two parts of the 

municipalities – towns and rural areas, choose differing government alternatives or not. 

Theoretical starting points from previous research include differences between the ideal size 

for democratic influence for voters and sized that tend to be aimed towards efficiency. Each 

municipal area gets a town and a rural area, where the parties’ respective support are being 

gauged, then weighed together in those constellations of parties that exist: the Red-green 

parties and the Alliance parties. Three important steps are necessary to be able to interpret 

those results that do emerge: 

1, To find out whether there is a dividing line between towns and rural areas in voting patterns 

or not. 

2, Understand how it in that case does look. Does it grow or does it shrink? Does it become 

more or less common with different “winning” constellations within the same municipalities? 

3, To be able to interpret in how a possible dividing line is consistent with existent electoral 

research and show the same or similar results. 

There are three points that mainly need to be interpreted to be able to carry out the study and 

that is the groundwork for the previously mentioned research questions. Each of those are 

arranged in the analysis and conclusion sections. To improve the readers’ understanding for 

previous research in the area, firstly domestic and foreign research are presented, prior to 

advanced results from the entirety of Sweden, regions and finally municipalities are gone 

through. The amount of material is thereafter sufficient to draw conclusions and analyse the 

findings. 

What are then possible results that have been unproblematic and problematic respectively, out 

of a democratic theoretical perspective? Unproblematic results is that the municipalities have 

about equal results between towns and rural areas, and consequently getting the same largest 

government bloc in both residence groups. More problematic would be if those indeed would 

tend to get either Red-green towns and Alliance rural areas in the same municipality (or vice 

versa) but that only one bloc has prerequisites to “win” the municipality. Another problem out 
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of a democratic theory perspective is if both blocs are able to win the municipality, but that 

there are always large differences between the town and the rural area. Then must one of the 

areas of the municipality be disadvantaged regardless of the overall electoral outcome. With 

regards to plurality or majority being achieved in respective group for respective coalition is 

also a potential problem to examine out of the election results. The share of municipalities 

where differences exist and where in the country those may be, are important factors to decide 

whether the problem does exist and how deep dividing lines in between in that case are. 
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3. Previous research 

Since the methodology for this study is based upon electoral results rather than opinion survey 

polls at an individual level, accuracy in terms of how connections are made is required. Where 

for example dividing lines with other countries’ findings exist it becomes natural that through 

qualitative text analysis draw conclusions regarding of what tendencies exist there, but to be 

based out of context. A mid-sized town like this study aims to examine in Sweden is much 

smaller when compared to what cities of the same population proportion have in for example 

the United States, where there are a large number of metropolises that in part are larger than 

Stockholm, but also metropolises in large democracies such as New York City, Tokyo, Los 

Angeles, London and Paris have either more or equal amounts of inhabitants in their 

metropolitan areas than what Sweden have inside its borders. What is counted as a rural area 

in such a context where individual states of the United States have a similar or higher 

population numbers than Sweden could therefore be different, which is an important 

reservation for a researcher to consider during a theoretical connection. 

3.1. Swedish science 

From a Swedish perspective the SOM Institute’s work through opinion polling is an important 

source to be able to make assumptions regarding Swedish rural areas. The SOM Institute is a 

part of the Political Science department of Gothenburg University. 24 Since 1986 has the 

institute sufficiently thorough data for it to be able to generalise population demographic 

research down to municipal level.  The SOM Institute divides its demographic categories for 

dividing lines between towns and rural areas into four separate categories; metropolises, 

larger settlements, smaller settlements and pure rural areas, where the respondent itself 

decides its own definition of where its place of residence is to be classified into.25  

The book Svenska väljare (Swedish voters) from the SOM Institute by Sören Holmberg and 

Henrik Oscarsson details electoral research related to the 2015 election in a deeper insight in 

terms of why voters decided to cast their votes like they did. Sweden’s voters have been 

examined at a deeper level down to party level, voters’ occupations and other demographic 

factors. With the help from data from survey research of voters from a representative sample 

                                                           
24 SOM-institutet; Göteborg 
25 SVT Forum; seminar from the conference ”250 possibilites” with Henrik Oscarsson (Swedish) 12/9-2017  
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of the electorate there are a lot of statistics within a large amount of areas included in the 

book. The inhabitants of rural areas and towns are represented both down to party level both 

in terms of “pure rural areas”, “smaller settlements”, “larger settlements” and “metropolises” 

say they have been voted for, 26 but also which proportions of the parties’ respective voters 

that have grown up in those respective categorizations. To this the groups that have been 

growing up outside of Sweden both in an out of Europe are added, but that demographic 

group can be included in all four categories with regards to current place of residence. 

Since people move between rural areas and towns during their lifetimes the information is 

somewhat limited, but at a party level it could still be interesting to study from electoral 

results how well the number of party’s voters who have grown up in a certain type of 

environment stand in a relation to party’s performance within rural areas and towns. Among 

these numbers there is a weighting of representation of what the entirety of the population are 

located politically in terms of percentage points. This shows whether a party performs above 

or beneath the normal, or if there is a normal representation among voters among differing 

demographic residence groups. The notion of over- and underrepresentation is an important 

theme for the concluding part of the empirical part and the following analysis of the empirical 

material from the used theories. Thanks to this connection statistics of the possible type is 

extra useful to use. Svenska väljare is a clear tool of analysis based upon individual survey 

research projects. Aside from that one needs to go through in the SOM Institute science to be 

able to find more theoretical starting points to start off from. 

An important fundament regarding previous science in the case regarding voting behaviour in 

terms of rural areas and in towns from modern times is Maria Oskarson’s publication En 

skiljelinje mellan stad och land? (A dividing line between town and rural areas?) The study is 

based upon opinion polling that the SOM Institute conducted regarding the Swedish electorate 

in 2016 based upon demographic dividing lines. Oskarson is quoting definitions from Lipset 

& Rokkan along with Bartolini & Mair for her definitions regarding what a political dividing 

line means. Oskarson describes the Swedish political system that is traditionally frozen in 

positions when the Centre Party (Centerpartiet) have been the agrarian party that have 

represented rural areas, where the remaining parts of society being divided into a traditional 

left- and right scale out of an economic perspective. 27 The political landscape is described as 

in a clear change in modern times when movement between parties increase and historical 

                                                           
26 Holmberg & Oscarsson (2016); p. 83 
27 Oskarson, Maria (2016); En politisk skiljelinje mellan stad och land?; p. 5 
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tendencies become weaker. The report presents attitude surveys based upon residence area in 

Sweden, divided into four separate categories. Those four are pure rural areas, smaller 

settlements, larger settlements and metropolitan areas (Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö). 

This thesis has taken inspiration from the measurements that have been run through and 

applied these on precincts according to a geographic perspective to be able to match the 

findings that the SOM Institute and Oskarson have achieved in relation to actual results. 

Through this connection is there a clear relationship and a pattern between the SOM 

Institute’s observation and how those match against electoral results in the categories “pure 

rural areas/small settlement” and “mid-sized towns”, which are the two studied objects being 

analysed in this thesis. 

Elementary differences in demographic dividing line factors include that metropolitan voters 

separate themselves from the remaining electoral groups in factors such as younger age, 

higher education, living in apartments, earning more, are more often working for government 

agencies, tend to have moved to their current location the past ten years and are more often 

grown up outside of Sweden.28 Where which directions these factors tend to correlate in terms 

of voting patterns are not mentioned in Oskarson’s report, but judging from this thesis’ later 

presented data assembly then at least Sweden’s mid-sized towns are extremely diversified 

between different areas. That is something that will be actualised later in terms of the 

presentation and the analysis of empirical data based upon the latest three studied riksdag 

elections. 

Noticeable results from the latest published study is that the confidence in the democracy and 

the institutions is at its lowest in pure rural areas and at its higher in the metropolitan areas 

along with larger settlements.29 As a theoretic framework one can therefore argue that there 

should be differences in approval for established parties like government-forming parties also 

between towns and rural areas in those regional municipalities. 

When it comes to approval for the political parties are the lowest approval over time to be 

found in smaller settlements,30 like in secondary settlements in these mid-sized municipalities. 

One theoretical approach based upon this is to look for variations of electoral results between 

                                                           
28 Oskarson, M (2016 ); p. 8 
29 Arkhede, Sofia & Oscarsson, Henrik (2017); Svenska demokratitrender 1986-2016; p. 3; SOM-institutet 
Göteborgs universitet 
30 Arkhede & Oscarsson; p. 57 
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the municipal parts and regarding whether the hypothesis about the rural areas’ lower 

confidence in politicians and political parties lead to the government going forwards or 

backwards more or less compared to what it does in the town in said municipality. 

Dividing lines are manifested in all research areas within Oskarsons’ report through the staple 

diagrams that are presented between different societal groups’ survey responses. The voters’ 

party sympathies remind greatly of the 2014 electoral results in the groundwork that the SOM 

Institute used. Thanks to this it renders that the numbers from the institute can be well-

matcher towards the development between 2006 and 2014 that ultimately led to that years’ 

“super election year”. 31  

Oskarson presents twelve separate points where the respondents had been asked about their 

values or habits based upon place of residence as dependent variable. The first point was 

regarding means of transportation, which shows a more than six times as great 

overrepresentation among metropolitan residents in terms of the use of public transport, 

differences that sunk to three times as likely for mid-sized towns’ residents.32 The dividing 

line between both public transport and car usage was quite similar in the span between pure 

rural areas, mid-sized towns and metropolises, where the mid-sized towns’ inhabitants are 

right in the middle between the pure rural areas and the three metropolises.33  

From e a voting perspective there were way clearer indications regarding dividing lines than 

purely logistical. One angle that is interesting in the vontext regarding the strong resistance 

between the Sweden Democrats’ voters resistance against a carbon tax and the Green Party’s 

wish for such a tax, with the respective support for the respective party in the car-dependent 

rural areas and with the public transport dominated metropolises but also the mid-sized towns. 

34 35 Mid-sized towns have based upon this study tendencies that lies between the extremes in 

terms of sympathies for rural parties and metropolitan parties. 

Non-party political indicators in terms of the context regarding the research questions that 

touched upon approval for the societal development and institutions. A majority of the 

respondents in all four demographic categories were of the view that the development of 

                                                           
31 European Parliamentary elections and the three national elections coincided for the first time in the year of 
2014, something that will occur the next time in 2034 based upon the current timeframes for elections.  
32 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 9 
33 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 9 
34 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 9 
35 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 17 
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Sweden went in the wrong direction at the time, where differences were quite small, but 

clearly statistically noticeable.36 Above 60 % of rural inhabitants were of the view that the 

development went in the wrong direction, whereas the other three groups; small settlements, 

large settlements and metropolises, had slightly above half of respondents that found the 

development to be negative.37  

In questions of confidence regarding power institutions there was a clear difference between 

the groups of respondents based upon there are political institutions at a lower level, a higher 

level or the media. The approval ratings for the government, parliament, the parties and the 

European Union institutions the commission and the parliament were clearly lower in relative 

terms in rural areas than it was in metropolises.38 The dividing line were lower between the 

rural areas and mid-sized settlements in  these questions, but statistically noticeable, where 

larger towns were closer to metropolises in questions about parties and the by 2016 ruling 

Red-green coalition government as well as the European Union commission. In question 

regarding confidence for the EU parliament and the Swedish parliament larger town voters 

instead were in between metropolises and rural areas on a scale of confidence.39 

After the 2010 election the Statistiska Centralbyrån (Statistical Central Bureau, SCB) 

released a report called the “Åttapartivalet” (the Eight-party election); that because of the 

Swedish parliament for the first time got eight elected parties in the same election. The study 

mapped out Swedish voters in conjunction with the election and those results found during 

exit polls. In the survey there was a section regarding parties’ stronger and weaker areas.40 

Aside from confirming that the Centre Party (Centerpartiet) and the Sweden Democrats 

(Sverigedemokraterna) had the greatest overrepresentation of voters in rural areas compared 

to the population as a whole, the study found that the two parties along with the Christian 

Democrats (Kristdemokraterna) had the greatest regional differences in terms of electoral 

support. 

From a research perspective specifically, a summary of which voter groups that the two 

possible government blocs attracted has a clear relevancy to this thesis. Both during the 2006 

and the 2010 elections that are examined in this report had been mapped out by this point of 

                                                           
36 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 20 
37 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 20 
38 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 12 
39 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 12 
40 Statistiska Centralbyrån (2010); Åttapartivalet; p. 87 
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time. The Alliance parties’ strengths were clear in a middle-class perspective and among 

higher officials, but also along half of all holding employment. The voter group was in part 

the most well-off, but also a middle class with relatively good economic conditions that chose 

the Alliance parties and a Moderate-led government before a Social Democratic 

government.41 The report shows that findings indicated that such a coalition numerically 

outweighed the economically weaker groups within society. In connection to Oskarson’s 

latter report in terms of the political demography can therefore parallels be drawn between 

owning the residence or in villa suburbs as part of the explanation to the Alliance parties’ 

advantage in an election that was influenced by economical dividing lines. 

The Statistical Central Bureau’s report from the 2014 election instead showed a clear 

difference in terms of moving voters, but with a net result between the elections that in spite 

of this was within one or two percentage points for six of the eight parliamentary parties. The 

large voter group that moved between the two elections was from the during the past eight 

years government-heading Moderate Party (Moderaterna) to the Sweden Democrats.42 Both 

parties moved about seven percentage points in the total electoral results in opposites 

directions. The exit poll used by the SCB did show however, that the movement between the 

parties that had not been seen in the election results was high, where the Social Democrats 

gained Moderate Party voters but lost voters to both the Left Party (Vänsterpartiet), Feminist 

Initiative (Feministiskt Initiativ) as the Sweden Democrats. The net result then led to the party 

only slightly went above the 2010 electoral results. 

In an analysis of the Moderate Party drop and the Sweden Democrats’ gains the researchers 

warned to draw an automatic correlation is that between the parties’ numbers and that voters 

had gone straight from one to the other party. It was confirmed however that in numerical 

figures the Sweden Democrats had grown with ten percentage points in pure rural areas and 

with six percentage points in the smaller settlements. The Moderates instead dropped six 

percentage points in rural areas and ten percentage points in the smaller settlements.43 From 

this one can see that the movement of voters was not equal in all demographics groups and 

that those two groups for this thesis were within the framework of the parties wins and losses, 

thus compensating for one another. 

                                                           
41 Åttapartivalet (2010); p. 88 
42 Statistiska Centralbyrån (2014); Flytande väljare ; p. 42 
43 Statistiska Centralbyrån (2014); p. 44 
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The losses of the Moderate Party to the Red-green parties showed itself instead mainly in the 

larger settlements and the metropolises. Where all other six parties (apart from the Left Party) 

had lost voters in the smaller units; and the after 2014 government-forming Social Democrats 

had weakened its stature in rural areas, all other parties aside the Sweden Democrats shared 

the net gain of the Moderates’ drop in the larger units. The study indicated that the Sweden 

Democrats took more than half of the eight percentage points that the Moderates had dropped 

in the larger settlements. The movements of the metropolises were connected to the Feminist 

Initiatives’ comparatively high numbers beneath the parliamentary threshold and the 

established parties besides the Moderates moved very vaguely forwards or backwards.44 What 

the exit poll showed was that the groups outside of the metropolises seems to have been an 

important voting bloc when it comes to strong net differences within the group of 

parliamentary parties between the 2010 and 2014 elections. 

This renders the electoral groups within the categories of voters in mid-sized municipalities 

that includes both mid-sized towns, smaller settlements and pure rural areas within the same 

municipal borders is an interesting research object with regards to outcome of the election and 

how they have moved relative the national averages. Is therefore the almost 30 % of Sweden’s 

voters examined within this thesis the decisive swing voters for whichever of the blocs or 

parties will be successful in a riksdag election? Something that further strengthens that 

reasoning is that voters being described as “industrial” or “lower education” have a stronger 

identification towards their parties than others. What is extra interesting regarding where the 

voters are is also to be able to make a judgement regarding the voters’ ideological standpoint. 

Are there tendencies for where the positions for voters are to how the two large blocs and the 

Sweden Democrats have moved? That is an important part of the third research question 

regarding what the science says in relation to the election results. 

The effects of a municipal reform were examined by Jörgen Westerståhl among others during 

the proceeding of the mentioned reform in the early 1970’s. The examination regarding which 

ideal type of municipal size that rendered the most efficient combination of political 

participation was found to be in municipalities beneath 8,000 inhabitants.45 The inhabitants of 

smaller municipalities perceived that they more often discussed local issues than what 

                                                           
44 Statistiska Centralbyrån (2014); p. 44 
45 Dahl, Robert & Tufte, Edward R. (red.) (1973); Size and Democracy; The Politics of the smaller European 
democracies; p. 62; Stanford University Press 
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inhabitants of larger municipalities perceived they did.46 The same author was behind the 

report from the municipal democracy committee’s Medborgarna och kommunen (The citizens 

and the municipality). There did Westerståhl and Folke Johansson attest from their studies of 

50 municipalities’ inhabitants’ perception of the merged municipalities that as many as 38 % 

of the inhabitants outside of the central settlements were dissatisfied with the division of the 

societal services in the municipalities after the mergers.47 The antagonism that had previously 

existed between the rural municipalities had by the end of the 1970’s been almost completely 

eradicated, at the cost that the previously better working democratic institutions (smaller 

settlement municipalities) had ceased to exist.48 As a starting point one can therefore suppose 

that in a Sweden that has centralised societal services even more in an urbanised society, then 

those numbers in rural areas would have prerequisites to be even higher in today’s context, 

which further causes prerequisites for dividing lines. 

3.2 Non-Swedish research 

Outside of Sweden there are other research based upon voting patterns between towns and 

rural areas, where the theoretically most relevant is coming out of the United States. One 

article from American Political and Social Science that studied the presidential elections 

between 2000 and 2016 from the perspectives of towns and rural areas is especially 

interesting as a theoretical standpoint to have a comparative aspect between two different 

countries to discuss.49 The study examines attitudes and voting patterns in towns and rural 

areas. The authors make clear already in the beginning of the work that it is important to not 

see the entirety of the rural United States as one solid unit, since prerequisites vary greatly.50 

That hypothesis is interesting and even if the space to further develop that reasoning in this 

thesis is limited, there are clearly interesting angles to take into account during a theoretical 

comparison between the Swedish and the United States rural areas in a wider analysis. 

Another interesting work from the same authors (Scalia & Johnson but also of Rogers) from 

the University of New Hampshire where they examine the changes of the demographic vote 

                                                           
46 Dahl & Tufte (red.); p. 62 
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frequencies in the rural United States one year prior to Donald Trump’s election victory in 

2016.51 

Outside of Sweden have modern science with regards to town-based and rural voters based in 

a focus in the context of the vote of the United Kingdoms’ departure from the European 

Union (also known as Brexit). The vote’s consequences in the shape of a shift of the British 

electorate and how it put into focus of the strong regional differences was covered in the 

report Brexit and Public Opinion, where a number of factors were examined regarding 

attitudes in a United Kingdom deeply divided by the European Union question.52 In an 

attempt to measure how background factors in the shape of the places’ economic progress or a 

lowering during the last decades before the vote, the Center for Towns did an examination 

based upon index of economic success factors.53 The index was meant to measure population 

growth or a decrease of the same, the level of the economic activity as well as the inflow of 

younger and highly-educated workers, factors that were described as critical for success in a 

global economy.54 The 30-year reference period consisted of the years between 1981 and 

2011. 

According to the authors, the correlation was shown to be that a large amount of those areas 

that had decreased their indexes were industrial or coastal areas, whereas larger towns were 

the areas that had increased their relative results the most. In turn that seemed to result in that 

the most “successful” areas voted to stay in the European Union, whereas the less 

“successful” areas chose to vote to leave the union.55 Surveys on attitudes within the different 

categories indicated that the smaller settlements with the worse economic development had 

gotten an increased belief to a possibility of political impact after the Brexit side won the 

referendum.56 

Maps over the electoral results in the United States and the United Kingdom clearly show that 

the left-leaning alternative in those countries win support in towns and metropolises, whereas 

the right-leaning alternative primary get their support from rural areas in all parts of the 

                                                           
51 Scalia, Dante J. & Johnson, Kenneth M. & Rogers, Luke T. (2015); Red rural, blue rural? Changing voting 
patterns in a changing Rural America; Political Geography 48 (2015) p. 108-118  
52 The UK in a Changing Europe (2018); Brexit and Public Opinion; King’s College London  
53 The UK in a Changing Europe (2018); p. 43 
54 The UK in a Changing Europe (2018); p. 43 
55 The UK in a Changing Europe (2018); p. 43 
56 The UK in a Changing Europe (2018); p. 46 
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country. The extent of this varies between different regions in respective country, which 

Scalia & Johnson point out in the United States case.57 

During the latest elections, 2016 in the United States and 2017 in the United Kingdom the 

differences seems to have further increased between primarily left-dominated metropolises 

and where the right-leaning parties’ candidates have made advances in rural areas but also 

smaller towns that previously had been more left-leaning than the national average. Also in 

states that Trump flipped from Democratic to Republican victories such as for example in 

Pennsylvania, all three counties bordering on Philadelphia swung more towards Hillary 

Clinton’s direction than what they had towards Barack Obama in the previous election,58 

which clearly shows of how clear variations can be within different groupings within a 

changing electorate. 

3.3. Hypothesises 

Based upon the existing research there are good reasons to suspect that there are clear 

dividing lines between voters in rural areas and those living in mid-sized towns within the 

same municipal boundaries. Social attitudes seem to differ at an elementary level regarding 

approval for and confidence in politics, institutions, trust in the state and political 

identification. Even though more people in smaller settlements and in rural areas support an 

economic redistribution system between municipalities, one can suspect that those differences 

are smaller in municipalities with a higher population and therefore that dividing line will 

have a very small effect on voting patterns in the 31 examined municipalities. 

The theoretical reasoning for this thesis comes from Swedish electoral research from 2010 

onwards and thus supposes that there is a greater dissatisfaction and lower confidence in rural 

areas, along with those living there feeling the development has gone in the wrong direction.59 
60 Towns therefore, ought to be more likely to vote for either the incumbent government or 

parties that recently have been sitting in government. The coalition that was the incumbent 

government therefore risk to lose more votes in rural areas, if their results decrease overall. 
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4. Method 

The thesis is a study of voting patterns within a defined area consisting of regional centres 

with a municipal population between 50,000 and 150,000. The definition of what kind of 

method that has been used is complicated. This is because that the thesis in great part falls 

within the qualitative area due to the lack of multiple variables, factors pulling away some of 

the numbers, along with a selective sample of what parts constitute towns and what parts 

constitute rural areas. In spite of this, the thesis has only analysed quantitative registry data 

and statistics from other research.61  

The understanding from this thesis contributes to be able to draw clearer conclusions 

regarding electoral behaviour within a relatively large share of the Swedish electorate. One 

factor behind this sample is also that municipalities that are too close a larger municipality in 

geographic distance to be able to be seen as a regional hub should be able to be excluded. 

That would not have been the case if the thesis had a completely thorough quantitative content 

and all municipalities with an inhabitant range within the specified framework had been 

examined. 

Since quantitative methods have been elementary for the data that the thesis has used as 

source to get material, it is important to define what it means. This thesis’ empirical 

information is coming from “compendiums”62, which renders official publications of election 

results with accompanied local information. In the 31 examined municipalities’ results it is 

obvious what those numbers that have been accessed mean and in which category those shall 

be put into, something that is not always as clear in quantitative data analysis.63 Therefore the 

qualitative aspectes are obvious for this thesis. 

Municipalities within Stockholm’s and Gothenburg’s built-up areas are therefore in this 

context seen as part of those settlements as a common urban unit. The comparative aspect is 

central in the thesis’ core. The numbers that are gotten through calculations in Excel based 

upon precincts’ vote share shall be assembled and presented in a manner that leads to context 

for the reader and that contributes to understanding. 
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The thesis consists that each of the chosen municipalities are examined one by one, but also 

the comparative aspect, which in itself is a sort of research design.64 Each case that is 

examined is individually equally important for the study since it should have a geographical 

spread between municipalities of a relatively similar size over the entire country. The 

comparative aspect comes from comparing the results from the individual municipalities to be 

able to interpret and figure out patterns at a nationwide level for this demographic part of the 

Swedish electorate. Alan Bryman calls a similar type of research design “multiple case 

study”.65 In this actual case are 31 municipalities more covering than case studies regarding a 

greater sample size. To choose cases from the type this study is coming from is described as 

to choose cases based on “similarities” in those cases that are presented.66 This renders that 

the similarities in the case of the amount of inhabitants is what decides the elementary sample 

for this study. Thereafter other similarity factors follow to determine a wider selection of the 

chosen prototype for the research design. 

From a methodological perspective a discussion regarding survey method versus registry data 

is important. Examples of studies from registry data from previous research is in The Swedish 

Electorate 1887-1968 by Leif Lewin, Bo Jansson and Dag Sörbom.67 Survey methods are 

represented instead in the SOM Institute’s studies coming from exit polls and studies with a 

sample aiming to represent an average of the entire population. Registry data is consisting of 

official statistics based upon an all-covering data assembly. The advantage with registry data 

as a method to build a study around is that the independent variable in the shape of data that is 

official, clearly is verifiable. One advantage with survey method is to be able to shape 

categories and questions from scratch that is suited to the context of what one is searching for. 

One other advantage, that instead turns into a direct disadvantage for registry data is that 

survey data can connect both independent as well as dependent variables directly down to the 

level of the individual. This is not possible to do from registry data, where one solely can 

draw connections based upon net results and trends on the surface. In other words, it is not 

possible to ensure that “voter x switched to party y” from registry data, nor that tendencies are 

linear, even though estimations based upon net trends can be made. 

                                                           
64 Bryman, Alan (2016); Social Research Methods p. 64-68; Oxford University Press 
65 Bryman (2016); p. 67 
66 Bryman (2016); p. 68 
67 Lewin, Leif & Jansson, Bo & Sörbom, Dag (1972); The Swedish Electorate 1887-1968; Statsvetenskapliga 
instutitionen vid Uppsala universitet 
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Registry data instead is bound to data that previously has been assembled, which makes it less 

flexible for changes of focus afterwards. Lewin and others emphasized that in their now more 

than 45-year-old research work the conflict between the two social scientific electoral 

research traditions. One further dimension of registry data is in conjunction with censuses.68 

Sweden’s system with censuses being automatic in terms of citizen numbers makes similar 

data as an independent variable extra reliable. Survey methods and deep interviews have 

dominated in various times, whereas registry data has been the dominant method during two 

other times during the first two thirds of the 20th century.69 

Another important reason to use registry data for this thesis is when there is a lack of 

possibility to form a representative sample of people, give incentives to participate in the 

survey and then later process the results. Since electoral results as an official statistic is an all-

encompassing sample and is counted equally across the entire country, question marks 

regarding validity and reliability that are there in conjunction with other statistics are 

eliminated. That is something that Alan Bryan describes in Social Research Methods 

regarding for example crime statistics and unemployment figures.70 Survey methods therefore 

require resourceful scientific work especially in terms of the number of researchers that need 

to be involved to be able to be done as an examination thesis. To use registry data as a method 

does not rule out using survey method works from previous research as a theoretical 

framework to one’s empirical content, which is exactly what this thesis does. The 

combination of a theoretical framework that is built upon empirical data assembled according 

to the two competing approaches of electoral research shapes a completing function where the 

one method strengthens the other and vice versa to be able to either prove or disprove 

hypothesis that have been shaped from the outside. 

As a summation, to adopt a comparative approach of a large sample size consists of a flexible 

groundwork to build a study upon, especially considering the strict categorization the thesis is 

based upon.  

 

 

                                                           
68 Lewin & Jansson & Sörbom (1972); p. 12 
69 Lewin & Jansson & Sörbom (1972); p. 12 
70 Bryman (2016); p. 319-321 
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4.1 Approach during research 

The work has been conducted based upon several elementary premises that shall ensure 

quality of the results that have been achieved. The verifiability has been ensured through that 

all data has been assembled from the official electoral results that the Election agency 

presents after each riksdag election. Aside from that, the maps attached to the data from the 

Election agency of all precincts in a municipality is an essential baseline to be able to conduct 

a study in the chosen subject. The municipalities have within the framework of the study been 

divided into two separate parts; one part that either covers the entirety of the central 

settlement or cover what the author has decided to be suitably connected with the town core 

outside of the official definition for a settlement. Situations where there has been questions of 

judgement and decisions are exemplified below. The other part covers all ground that is 

outside of the central settlement. This can vary between pure rural areas to in some cases 

settlements with a few thousand inhabitants.  

Areas that are covered under the term ”rural area” are therefore not alike, which in itself is not 

something challenging the findings that are made. This is since the intention is to see the rural 

areas of the municipalities as a separate unit and to divide municipalities based upon the 

principle of a dominant central settlement. Since the norm also after the 1970’s municipal 

reform is that settlements with a high number of inhabitants tend to be central settlements in 

separate municipalities, in some cases since they have broken loose, the phrase “regional 

municipality” in all essentiality renders that the central settlement has got way more than 

double the amount of inhabitants compared to the municipality’s second largest settlement. 

Some settlements covered like Skelleftehamn, Torshälla and Åhus are therefore still a part of 

the hinterlands of the municipality even as a relatively large secondary settlement. 

Municipalities with between 50,000 and 150,000 inhabitants outside of the larger 

municipalities since metropolises tend to lack pure rural areas; within their municipal borders; 

with Uppsala being the obvious exception. Aside from that smaller municipalities often lack a 

sizeable number of voters for separate municipalities to be able to carry their own weight 

under an ever more centralized municipal system. If there is not a high number of voters there 

are not prerequisites for a comparison and to be able to draw conclusions. After data had been 

assembled it showed itself that almost 30 % of Sweden’s voters cast their ballots in one of 

these municipalities, which makes for a sizeable sample of voters within both electoral 

groups. Another disadvantage with smaller municipalities as an object of study is that the 
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smaller a municipality or a rural area is, the greater the risk that the few precincts in the 

municipality had been divided into based upon the central settlement as a basis. Through that, 

there is an overwhelming majority of the voters either difficult to localize, or rural voters 

ending up in town precincts. Those two factors led to Borlänge and Trollhättan not being able 

to be included in this thesis, since the number of rural voters partially were too low, and in 

part that large proportions of the rural areas’ low population had been placed in the central 

settlements’ precincts. 

A few solitary precincts in a number of municipalities have been difficult to place within the 

frame of what is a town and what is a rural area. Examples of those specific cases are in 

among a few others in Linköping, Luleå, Norrköping, Nyköping, Skellefteå, Uddevalla, 

Umeå, Västerås, Örebro and Örnsköldsvik. The problem in terms of defining these different 

categories originates in part from changes of the municipalities’ geographical distribution. 

Housing building and expansion of what is seen as a central settlement always move outwards 

when Sweden’s population is growing, something clearly visible in terms of the number of 

eligible voters during the timeframe of 2006-2014.71 One natural consequence of when the 

number of eligible voters grow with about 440,000 people is that more precincts are required 

and that boundaries between polling stations therefore are amended. Therefore, it can happen 

in the case where precincts are divided, that what is part of a rural area in 2006 could be a part 

of a central settlement in conjunction with the redefinitions of settlements in 2015. When 

settlements have been growing together in conjunction with the 2014 election the 

overweighing tendency has been to regard the outer locality that grows together with the town 

as a part of said town in all three elections, since there has been a close distance that always 

was being cut into nothing. 

One incurable problem with the final results for the respective areas which makes it 

impossible to get a one hundred percentage verifiability is the fact that some early votes along 

with postal votes that have been submitted prior to election day do not have the time to be 

sent to the polling station prior to the preliminary precinct count. Those votes are then further 

sent to its greater municipal districts re-count without being part of the polling station where 

the voter previously was registered in the voting rolls. At a concrete level this renders that 

there is a somewhat lower statistical level of votes cast for the precincts than the actual 

participation, along with votes “vanishing” from this study since the larger precincts in almost 

                                                           
71 Electoral agency; 6,72 milliion (2002); 6,89 million (2006); 7,12 million (2010); 7,33 million (2014) 
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all cases are connected to geographical areas that overlap the central settlements and the 

surrounding rural areas. Therefore, it is not possible to separate “rural votes” from “town 

votes” in the context, which causes an unavoidable demise of a couple of percentages from 

each municipality’s votes.72 The falling off is still marginal and only constitutes about 1 out 

of 50 voters.73 Postal votes from Swedish citizens at foreign embassies that are located in 

their latest Swedish municipalities’ voting rolls also indicate that the voter in those cases at 

the highest likelihood during that moment was not permanently resident in neither the 

municipal central settlement nor the surrounding rural area. 

The empirical content stands before some elementary challenged that have been mentioned 

above regarding what shall be defined as a central settlement and not in certain cases. The 

Statistiska Centralbyrån (Central Bureau of Statistics) has a definition on a settlement that it 

should be less than 200 metres between the houses and that the cluster that those fall within 

must have at least 200 inhabitants.74 This demand of distance could divide a central settlement 

in the form of that part of the built-up area falls outside of the settlement lines. Since the 

thesis shall have a focus on a reality-based definition between towns and rural areas it is 

therefore possible that in some cases count such a settlement to the town if it is an integrated 

part of said town in the shape of a proximity to the inner town core. The study therefore will 

demand a certain control and to be able to draw a contextual line between what is a rural area 

and a central settlement in possibly dubious cases or in divided precincts. 

The Excel templates that have been created for the purpose to conduct the calculations on 

these precincts are adapted to be able to avoid faults based upon the human factor through 

having the number of valid votes cast being measured twice. First and foremost, all rows are 

being calculated in a function that adds voting numbers to be able to ensure that each precinct 

has had the same number of votes registered as in the official documents. This enables the 

ensuring that for a polling station to get a wrongful result, at least two of the parties’ numbers 

must have been noted wrongly and also reach the exact level of the number of votes have 

been calculated to for the author not to discover that a mistake has been made. 

Further control is done through the parties’ accumulated result then being controlled 

regarding the overall result in the field ”control”. Also there the parties overall tally is 

                                                           
72 98,32 % of votes were counted from 2006, 97,94 % were counted from 2010 och 97,60 % of the votes were 
counted from 2014. 
73 Electoral agency & Excel 
74 Statistiska Centralbyrån (2005); Tätortsdefinition 
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controlled to match well with the overall number of votes. To be able to get functioning 

temples all three elections demanded different calculation methods. Since the Sweden 

Democrats’ results were listed among “others” in 2006, a new tab was required to get the 

exact result. Therefore “others” were calculated as all parties underneath that category outside 

of the Sweden Democrats and therefore as a function “=Jx-Iy”.75 In 2010 the Sweden 

Democrats were listed among the larger parties through passing the parliamentary threshold, 

and no small parties were statistically notable. In 2014 the relatively tiny margin for the 

Feminist Initiative to the parliamentary threshold required separate listings, which rendered 

that the function “others” was moved to a new location and was put behind “control”, but with 

the new function included. Aside from those changes related to small parties have all colour 

codes and functions being kept with the clear aim to simplify the presentation of the results 

that were achieved. 

4.2 Definitions of studied objects 

As has been previously mentioned regarding the study, it is confined to what is defined as a 

”mid-sized municipality”, where there is a demand to clarify one further variable. The 

municipality must be a regional centre  in as much as not having a directly urbanized link to 

one of the metropolises from its municipal seat. To be part of what is defined as a 

metropolitan area does not rule a municipality out from being a regional centre from my 

approach. There are foremost two municipalities to motivate the inclusion of: 

• Lund: The central settlement has a long history as an independent town from the time 

when Scania belonged to Denmark and even though it is included in a nearby radius 

from Malmö, clearly has a well-defined rural area between itself and Sweden’s third 

largest metropolis. Besides, since Malmö is the smallest of the three main 

metropolises of Sweden its built-up area stretches shorter distance from the central 

core than what especially Stockholm does. Lund is therefore to be viewed as a 

regional centre for South Scania’s inland area. 

 
• Södertälje: Also in the case of Södertälje its inclusion in the Greater Stockholm Area 

is not enough not to count it as a regional hub. The municipal border goes down to the 

county line with Södermanland, and includes vast rural areas. Besides there are clear 

                                                           
75 Microsoft Excels’ formula 
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separations from Stockholm through natural areas between the municipal line and the 

built-up area and where Botkyrka Municipality constitutes an outward line of 

Stockholm’s urban area.  

 

How is it then defined that metropolises do not have rural areas and why are not Sweden’s 

fourth largest town Uppsala included? The definition “mid-sized municipality” along with 

“regional centre” are both tough to definition like they are, which includes the problem to use 

a smaller municipality included with a large municipality like Örebro and Linköping. 

Regional context is decisive to be able to be seen as a hub. To be able to conduct a 

countrywide study a flexible approach to inhabitant numbers for what can be known as a 

“mid-sized municipality” is forced. Almost all municipalities included in the study are either 

the largest municipalities in its county or in a geographical area of a larger county. Therefore 

there is a regional perspective to take into account in the form of which inhabitant numbers 

that can be used. One concrete example is that even though Örnsköldsvik is a small 

municipality in terms of population, it is the province of Ångermanland’s largest municipality 

and have a sizeable degree of Västernorrland County’s inhabitants.  

There are also minimum levels to take into account in conjunction with dividing in terms of 

whether the population level in both towns and rural areas are enough to be included. In the 

end the line was drawn in terms of that in during at least one of the elections they have more 

than 10,000 valid votes in both central settlements and the surrounding areas. Three of the 

municipalities did not reach the minimum levels during the 2006 election, but in conjunction 

with the 2014 election each of the 31 that were examined just above, if then with a narrow 

margin in solitary municipalities. The reason the line was drawn at exactly 10,000 valid votes 

is that it is the historical framework that has been used to define what is a town in the shape of 

inhabitants in Sweden prior to the early 1970’s municipal reform.76 If a municipality has 

enough inhabitants that in part are eligible to vote, and then choose to exercise their voting 

rights to a degree that both the town and the rural area can get above the line that previously 

was used for a settlement to gain town privileges, then there is a sizeable sample for the 

election results. This lower limit renders that all examined rural areas (and also small towns 

like Norrtälje and Hässleholm) have with a clear margin more inhabitants than what the 

smaller municipalities of Sweden have as a whole. 

                                                           
76 HUI Research (2017); Cityindex; Definitions of towns and urban cores, p. 6  
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Smaller municipalities than 50,000 inhabitants were deselected because of several factors: 

• Logical demarcation from an intensive data assembly during a relatively short 

timeframe of three months, which would have made a large amount of more 

municipalities impossible. 

• The smaller a municipality is, the more likely it is that the smaller number of precincts 

cover both the central settlement as well as the rural area. In other words, then in that 

case an important differentiating factor is lost and a higher proportion of voters are put 

in a category where they are not resident. 

• Very few municipalities with below 50,000 municipalities would have met the 

demand of at least 10,000 valid ballots cast in precincts both in the municipal seat and 

in rural areas. 

Aside from that there is an upper limit, even if it is vaguer, based solely upon the number of 

residents rather than as one of the two variables. This goes against the lower demarcation, 

where both inhabitant rangers as well as the number of votes in respective groups are 

included. Since there is a sizeable jump in inhabitant range between Uppsala Municipality and 

the three most well-populated municipality in this study (Linköping, Västerås and Örebro) 

and an even greater jump between Uppsala and Malmö the question was rather whether 

Uppsala could be included in a study where the smaller regional centres had been examined. 

The difference of population numbers between the least populated municipalities in this study 

and the largest ones were already large enough for a further expansion of the study seemed 

unwarranted. Uppsala’s high number of residents in its town is clearly higher than Sweden’s 

fifth largest town Västerås.77 Its rural area is comparable with the other large rural areas of 

these municipalities, but due to the disproportional size of the town it rendered that the 

municipality was set in a middle ground between a mid-sized municipality/regional centre and 

a metropolis. Uppsala is undoubtedly the regional centre for Uppsala County, but lacks the 

possibility to be considered a mid-sized municipality. Is it then of relevance to compared 

municipalities of such varying size? This will be brought up in the analysis of the empirical 

data that have been studied. 

Finally, what applies to the metropolises and their suburban municipalities, do they lack rural 

areas? Yes and no are both correct answers on that question for the settlements outside of the 

metropolitan municipality, completely dependent on what one counts as a suburb and what is 

                                                           
77 Central Bureau of Statistics (2018); Statistical Database 
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urbanized with a metropolis or not. A large number of municipalities have an urbanized 

connection to Stockholm and Gothenburg, but in some cases also large areas of nature and 

population resident outside of the urbanized area. In spite of this, the urbanized link is in part 

there, which makes one part of the municipality a part of the metropolis’ settlement. 

Therefore, those are to be viewed as a separate category of mid-sized municipalities that lack 

claim to be regional centres. 

To be able to prove that Sweden’s metropolises in small numbers have rural areas hereby the 

number of inhabitants are presented in the three metropolises’ municipalities, and settlements 

respectively,78 where it is worth noting that there is a 200-metre boundary between buildings 

to not be counted as part of the settlement: 

Inhabitant numbers of Sweden’s metropolises 

Name Settlement Municipality 

Stockholm 1,562,136 949,761 

Göteborg 590,580 564,039 

Malmö 312,012 333,633 

 

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics; The Statistical Database. 

Stockholm and Gothenburg have areas in their settlements outside of the municipal lines, 

whereas Malmö’s official settlement has fewer inhabitants than what the municipality has as a 

whole. In spite of this, Malmö Municipality goes into Burlöv Municipality in an urbanized 

area. The municipality has some areas south of Malmö that could be interpreted as rural 

areas,79 but in that context it must be noted that Malmö is by a sizeable margin the smallest of 

Sweden’s three metropolises. For Stockholm and Gothenburg that have municipalities that 

have been deselected from this sample within their respective proximate area, the 

classification of the suburban municipalities as in large amounts included in the central 

settlements as a correct standpoint. Also, in the case of Malmö, the number of residents living 

outside the official settlement boundary is about 6,5 %, 80 which is way fewer than the most 

inconsistently distributed municipality that has been studied. 

                                                           
78 Central Bureau of Statistics (2018); Statistical Database 
79 Electoral agency 
80 Central Bureau of Statistics (2018); Statistical Database 
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4.3. Sample and empirical considerations 

The thesis will be dominated by numbers, the understanding and interpretations of primary 

sources in the shape of electoral results from the 21st century parliamentary elections in 

Sweden in all 31 municipalities that are included within the demands for inclusion that have 

been posed. At a technical level all the examined municipalities will have an inhabitant 

number higher than the actual average value for a Swedish municipality, but since the 

metropolises have a proportionally higher economic influence I find it reasonable that the 

studied municipalities should be within the span of an inhabitant range between 50,000 and 

150,000 inhabitants. Through a summed-up perspective, the chosen municipalities that are 

examined will have a sizeable amount of the electorate, and an even higher proportion of the 

voters that do not live in any of the metropolises. 

The elementary empirical material is similarly formed. The reason for that is that what the 

study aims to measure is solely electoral results. These measurements have already been done 

since Sweden has gone to general elections where all citizens of voting age have had a 

possibility to choose the party they want to represent their vote in the riksdag. The study 

therefore includes a qualitative and interpreting nature of the raw data that have been made 

available in conjunction with the voting process. Sweden’s elections are being held by the 

Valmyndigheten (Electoral agency), which publishes all results at a precinct level since 2002 

on its website “val.se”. To discover dividing lines between polling stations in rural areas and 

within central settlements the study takes help from the maps that the Electoral agency 

publishes for each municipality, where boundaries between different precincts are drawn. 

Through an interpretation of these maps there can in most cases a clear distinction be found 

between what belongs to the central settlements and what does not. 

Alternative methodologies regarding the elementary empirical material falls outside the 

framework of the study, since it is strictly limited to electoral results. 

Which elections are it reasonable that the study consider? Comprehensive electoral maps and 

interactive results exist since 2002 onwards, but to study four riksdag elections, whereby the 

earliest would be 16 years prior to the study is conducted would most likely be outside of a 

realistic framework for the space given within a masters’ thesis. It is also old enough for the 

findings from that election to be risking that in large parts be irrelevant in a context of 2018. 
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Therefore. the plan will be to go through the elections between 2006 and 2014 for the 

respective studied municipality. One reason in that these three elections are intriguing is the 

symmetry that exists in the nationwide electoral results. 2006 is the election in the past 35 

years at the time of writing that has had the closest seat share between the two large blocs of 

Swedish politics, where the Alliance got 178 seats compared to 171 for the Red-Green 

parties.81 The two following riksdag elections instead gave relatively symmetrical 

impressions but with larger bloc differences, with 17 seats advantage for the Alliance parties 

in 2010, 82 and 18 seats advantage for the Red-Greens in 2014.83 From an accumulated 

balance counting that renders two more seats on average for the Alliance parties during that 

timeframe, which is close to an equal result. Therefore, the calculations start off from a close 

political reality, along with a growing Sweden Democrat party during the time period, which 

makes 2006-2014 a reasonable sample of election results to be able to find the tendencies that 

exist. 

The calculations will be according to plan to be completed with help of Microsoft Excel to 

enable maximum precision in those. The numbers at a municipal level will there be 

transparency for from the authors’ side to ensure that the work has been done the correct way. 

In conclusion the prerequisites to be good to be able to get well worked through results on the 

work that should be written. 

Conclusively here are the 31 municipalities that have been examined in this thesis presented: 

                                                           
81 Electoral agency 
82 Electoral agency 
83 Electoral agency 
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Source: Wikimedia Commons for Sweden’s municipalities; processed by author. 

All the municipalities that have been viewed as having fulfilled the demands, being said to be 

an own regional centre, having had an inhabitant range between 50,000 and 150,000 during 

the three elections, along with having more than 10,000 valid votes both within and outside of 

the central settlement during one of the riksdag elections in the municipality. 

The 31 municipalities have in turn been divided into five separate geographical regions based 

upon Sweden’s three country parts. The table below lists the municipalities, along with the 

regions and the counties that are included in the definitions: 
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Regions, counties and municipalities 

Region Counties Municipalities 
Södra Götaland Skåne, Blekinge Helsingborg, Hässleholm, 

Karlskrona, Kristianstad, 
Lund 
 

Västra Götaland Halland, Västra Götaland Borås, Halmstad, Skövde, 
Uddevalla, Varberg 
 

Östra Götaland Gotland, Jönköping, Kalmar, 
Kronoberg, Östergötland 

Gotland, Jönköping, Kalmar, 
Linköping, Norrköping, 
Växjö 
 

Svealand Dalarna, Stockholm, 
Södermanland, Uppsala, 
Värmland, Västmanland, 
Örebro 
 

Eskilstuna, Falun, Karlstad, 
Norrtälje, Nyköping, 
Södertälje, Västerås, Örebro 

Norrland Gävleborg, Jämtland, 
Norrbotten, Västerbotten, 
Västernorrland 

Gävle, Luleå, Skellefteå, 
Sundsvall, Umeå, 
Örnsköldsvik, Östersund 
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Source: Wikimedia Commons for Sweden’s counties; processed by the author. 

Regions 

Region Colour Number of municipalities 
Södra Götaland Vit 5 

 
Västra Götaland Grön 5 

 
Östra Götaland Grå 6 

 
Svealand Blå 8 

 
Norrland Röd 7 
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5. Results 
The source in all cases for the tables below are from the Electoral agency’s official electoral 

results. The empirical arrangement is according to the following: First the elections are 

presented in a chronological order, then parties’ results follow, along with comments and 

summaries of the numbers that have been presented. Thereafter, the regional results are 

presented. After all regions have been presented an analysis of the accumulated electoral 

results follow. The results are unique to this thesis, but they come from real electoral results 

and processing of those. 

Regions and blocs 

The 31 municipalities are divided into five separate geographical regions; Södra (Southern) 

Götaland, Västra (Western) Götaland, Östra (Eastern) Götaland, Svealand and Norrland 

(Northland), where overriding geographical differences are examined based upon the results 

that have emerged. The tables are produced from a model that is being built on registry data 

with function templates that have been produced in the Excel program to convert numbers 

that have been assessed into percentage points for both parties as well as the Red-Green 

parties and the Alliance coalition. The Sweden Democrats are being calculated as a separate 

coalition since the party has been the swing vote in the riksdag without being connected to 

one of the blocs since their parliamentary entry. 

For a non-Swedish reader the party codes are translated as follows: V (Left 

Party/Vänsterpartiet); S (Social Democrats/Socialdemokraterna), MP (Green 

Party/Miljöpartiet); C (Centre Party/Centerpartiet), L (Liberals/Liberalerna), KD (Christian 

Democrats/Kristdemokraterna), M (Moderates/Moderaterna), SD (Sweden 

Democrats/Sverigedemokraterna). 

What does quotas mean? 

The numbers have been converted to compare the elections and between town- and rural 

voters based upon a quota of the number of the voters for the central settlements per 100 rural 

voters. The quota is counted based upon a scenario where both towns and rural areas have had 

a percentage-wise equal number of voters, strictly to be able to decide where parties and 

coalitions have had their strengths and weaknesses in a municipality. For example, the quota 

“20.00/10.00” had rendered 200 town voters per 100 rural voters. 
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2006 

The Red-Green bloc was the largest bloc with 49.94 % of the votes contrasted to 44.33 % of 

the votes for the Alliance parties in the 31 municipal seats in the 2006 election. The Alliance 

parties had 48.88 % of the votes in rural areas contrasted with 45.42 % for the Red-Green 

parties. 

Results in towns 2006 

Number of votes: 1,055,980 (Red-Greens 527,372 & Alliance 468,168) 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Votes 64,463 401,777 61,132 58,691 85,280 68,685 255,512 27,275 33,165 

% 6.10 38.05 5.79 5.56 8.08 6.50 24.20 2.58 3.14 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

 

Results in rural areas 2006 

Number of votes: 514,534 (Alliance 251,484 & Red-Greens 233,727) 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Votes 24,323 181,111 21,384 63,353 30,831 37,894 119,425 16,698 12,625 

% 4.73 36.56 4.21 12.36 5.99 7.36 23.21 3.25 2.45 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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2010 

The Red-Green bloc became the largest bloc in the towns with 48.00 % of the votes compared 

to 45.14 % for the Alliance parties, whereas the opposing result occurred in the rural areas 

where the Alliance parties had a majority with 50.60 % of the votes compared to 41.73 % of 

the Red-Green parties. The Sweden Democrats passed the parliamentary threshold in both 

electoral groups. 

Results in towns 2010 

Number of votes: 1,133,330 (Red-Greens 543,977 & Alliance 511,559) 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Votes 66,843 384,238 92,896 49,914 85,171 61,304 315,170 60,506 17,288 

% 5.90 33.90 8.20 4.40 7.52 5.41 27.81 5.34 1.53 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

 

Results in rural areas 2010 

Number of votes: 547,726 (Alliance 277,129 & Red-Greens 228,571) 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Votes 25,472 171,473 31,626 52,553 33,995 31,869 158,712 36,216 5,810 

% 4.65 31.31 5.77 9.59 6.21 5.82 28.98 6.61 1.06 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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2014 

The Red-Green parties became the largest blocs in towns with 48.09 % compared to 36.44 % 

for the Alliance Parties and 11.44 % for the Sweden Democrats. In rural areas the Red-Green 

parties became the largest bloc with 41.87 % of the votes compared with 40.01 % for the 

Alliance and 15.37 % for the Sweden Democrats. 

Results in towns 2014 

Number of votes: 1,184,857 (Red-Greens 569,816; Alliance 431,803). 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Votes 72,828 407,312 89,676 51,583 66,061 55,341 258,818 135,503 47,735 

% 6.15 34.38 7.57 4.35 5.58 4.67 21.84 11.44 4.03 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Results in rural areas 2014 

Number of votes: 567,203 (Red-Greens 237,467; Alliance 226,926). 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Votes 25,284 182,540 29,643 51,320 23,742 27,250 124,614 87,192 15,618 

% 4.46 32.18 5.23 9.05 4.19 4.80 21.97 15.37 2.75 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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5.1. Summary of nationwide results 
From a summary perspective where all the 31 studied municipalities’ results have been 

weighted, tendencies that have been seen in the individual municipalities also emerged in a 

comprehensive perspective. The Red-Green parties were in a summarized context clearly 

stronger in towns than in the mid-sized municipalities’ rural areas, and the opposite 

relationship occurred for the Alliance parties. As was mentioned in the tables above, the Red-

Greens had the most votes in the towns in all three elections, though during all three times 

with a plurality rather than a majority. The Alliance parties had a plurality in rural areas both 

2006 and 2010 (majority), prior to falling beneath the Red-Green parties in 2014. 

Among the parliamentary parties the Green Party was the most dependent on town-based 

voters in all three elections for its electoral support with a share of 139-142-145 town voters 

per 100 rural voters. The Centre Party was the most distinctive rural party with a good margin 

with 45-46-48. Among the three parliamentary blocs the Sweden Democrats was the one-

party bloc which was the most rurally dependent with 80-81-74. The Red-Green parties had a 

total quota of 110-115-115; with a very narrow rise of the rural quota between 2010 and 2014. 

The Alliance parties’ combined distribution were the even more stable 91-89-91, so in spite of 

the sharply falling electoral support between 2010 and 2014 therefore the distributional 

difference was negligible.  

Among the two government-forming parties the Moderate Party had an equal amount of 

town- than rural voters in 2006 prior to the opposing relationship occurred in 2010 and 2014. 

The party’s overall numbers were 104-96-99. The Social Democrats’ numbers instead were 

104-108-107, which rendered that they were consistently dependent on town voters in all 

three elections. 
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5.2. Party results 

Introduction 

Here a detailed account is done of the eight parties that during the timeframe were elected into 

the riksdag. Their results here are from the chosen municipalities and added up together. 

Where do the parties overperform and underperform respectively compared to the national 

average?  

Towns and rural areas are separately listen in this review. The reason to limit the scope to 

elected parliamentary parties foremost is because those have won representation in elections. 

The statistics on the Electoral agency’s website are also suitable to assemble results by 

parliamentary parties. During the 2006 election the Sweden Democrats for example were 

listed under “other” parties in spite of more than 2 % of the votes and demanded special 

control at each precinct to get the party’s numbers. The sorting is divided after the 2014 

electoral results and the parties’ respective sizes. In other words the segment begins with the 

largest of the eight elected parliamentary parties in the shape of the Social Democrats and are 

concluded with the smallest elected party Christian Democrats. 

The order will be as follows: 

Participating parties 

Party Coalition 

Social Democrats Red-Green 

Moderates Alliance 

Sweden Democrats Independent 

Green Party Red-Green 

Centre Party Alliance 

Left Party Red-Green 

Liberals Alliance 

Christian Democrats Alliance 

 

Source: Electoral agency 
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Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna) 

The Social Democrats had a generally downward trend in all regions both in terms of towns 

and in rural areas if one looks at the three elections as a unit. The party was stronger in the 

towns than in rural areas in all regions except Norrland, which also is the party’s strongest 

region among the five this study has been divided into. The party was stronger in rural areas 

compared to the towns in Southern Götaland in the 2006 elections, which also was the sole 

exception aside from the trend “Norrland = rural, Southern Sweden = towns” for the party in 

general. The party also did better than the other Red-Green parties in rural areas, where the 

bloc as a rule was proportionally smaller than its larger party. 

The great differences in the Social Democrats’ ability to attract voters were in Western 

Götaland tightly followed by Svealands’ studied municipalities, with a close margin. The 

party’s town dominance becomes extra clear by being above the electoral results for the 

entirety of Sweden in all town regions in all the elections, but in all four regions south of 

Norrland the party had a weaker result in rural areas in all elections. 84 85 86 

Moderates (Moderaterna) 

The Moderates had two winning elections together with the Alliance in 2006 and 2010 prior 

to a strong drop happened in 2014, which led to an electoral defeat. In general terms the mid-

sized municipalities outside of the metropolitan areas were a relatively weak point for the 

Moderates. Neither in towns nor in rural areas in Western Götaland, Eastern Götaland, 

Svealand or Norrland the party went above the national average in the 2006 election. The 

standing was strengthened thereafter both in numerical and relative terms to the 2010 election. 

Then the party achieved a result above the nationwide average in Southern Götaland, Western 

Götaland and Svealand in rural areas, but also in Southern Götaland’s town.87  

The development during the two latter elections indicated a shift of the Moderate Party’s 

strengths to rural areas, where it in 2010 closed in on the nationwide averages for the 

examined rural areas.88 The Moderate Party’s loss to the Sweden Democrats in the final of 

                                                           
84 Electoral agency 
85 Electoral agency 
86 Electoral agency 
87 Electoral agency & Excel 
88 Electoral agency 
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those three elections that have been examined was more evident in rural areas, where a voter 

distribution that ended up between the 2006 and 2010 elections was the picture that emerged. 

The Moderates’ strength in rural areas in its stronghold Western Götaland stand in stark 

contrast to the town dependency in its weaker area Norrland, where the party in spite of its 

electoral election in 2006 with good marginal went beneath 20 %. 

Sweden Democrats (Sverigedemokraterna) 

The Sweden Democrats was the party with the by far fastest growing electoral support in 

proportional strength in all examined elections, which also reflected itself in the mid-sized 

regional centres. Unlike the Social Democrats and the Moderates the party also had a strong 

overrepresentation of rural voters, which is manifested in the accumulated results of 80-81-75 

town voters compared to 100 residents outside of the central town. Solely in Western 

Götaland in the election of 2006 the party had comparable numbers in both groups. During 

the party’s clear increase during the 2014 election, the increase had further been concentrated 

to the rural areas. 

The Sweden Democrats’ strongest region is in Southern Götaland, whereas the weakest region 

is in Norrland. General differences for the other three regions between the party’s strong south 

and weak north, is that Svealand was the second weakest region for the party in the towns, but 

the second strongest with regards to rural areas. From a total perspective the two elections 

where the party got elected to parliament were very close to the national averages, where the 

Sweden Democrats achieved 12.86 % of the votes in 2014.89 There was a move of rural voters 

where the Western Götaland and Eastern Götaland went from having a lower result for the 

Sweden Democrats’ in the mid-sized municipalities than the nationwide results, to having a 

higher results for the party than the national average during the 2014 election. 

Green Party (Miljöpartiet) 

The Green Party had a higher support by a wide margin in towns than in rural areas during all 

three elections. The party’s strongest regions did vary during the timeframe, however. The 

2006 election saw the studied municipalities of Norrland have the party’s highest results, 

whereas Southern Götaland had the highest numbers for the party both in 2010 and 2014. 

During all three elections it was Svealand’s municipalities that had the highest numbers for 
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the party in rural areas, much due to a strong result in the rural area of Södertälje 

Municipality.90  

Norrland and Southern Götaland were the regions that had the greatest overrepresentation of 

the Green Party’s town voters compared to the corresponding number in rural areas, where 

2014 did see Norrland have a higher quota of town voters in spite of Southern Götaland 

having a higher share of Green Party votes in its towns.91 In the shape of representation of 

rural voters were all regions leaning towards urban voters, but the regions with the lowest 

overrepresentation were Western Götaland during the 2006 election along with Svealand in 

2010 and 2014. The accumulated representation of the Green Party’s voters in these 31 

regional municipalities were 139-142-145 urban voters for 100 rural voters.92 In other words 

the Green Party became more dependent of voters in the towns during the timeframe. 

Centre Party (Centerpartiet) 

The Centre Party was the parliamentary party that had the highest overrepresentation of rural 

voters in almost every studied municipality. The party’s results in the municipal seats that 

have been studied were clearly below the national averages, whereas the rural areas had 

numbers clearly above the national averages. The consistently greatest differences of electoral 

support were in Western Götaland where the party only enticed 36 urban voters compared to 

100 rural voters during the 2006 election. The regions with the lowest differences between the 

party based upon the parameters towns and rural areas were foremost Norrland and with 

Southern Götaland in second place. In Norrland the differences were stable, whereas the 

shrunk in each of the three elections in Southern Götaland.93   

Based upon all the 31 studied municipalities the Centre Party had a little above twice as many 

rural voters for each urban voter by the quota of 46-46-49 urban voters per 100 votes outside 

the central settlements.94 This rendered a stable development, even though regions varied in 

the distribution. The party also had the greatest individual difference in one municipality, 
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where more than four rural voters for each voter resident in the town chose to cast its ballot 

for the party in Varberg Municipality.95 

Left Party (Vänsterpartiet) 
The Left Party was a town-dominant party in relative terms in all regions, during all measured 

elections. In the examined municipalities the party failed in 2014 to get above the 

parliamentary threshold of four percentage points in one sole region of the give regions’ rural 

areas. In Southern Götaland this occurred during all three elections. In the towns the party 

went above five percentage points in all cases except in the case of Southern Götaland’s 

studied municipalities in 2010, along with above eight percentage points in Norrland during 

all three elections. The party showed therefore strong differences both in terms of a town- and 

rural perspective, as in a regional regard. 

Southern Götaland and Norrland were also the regions where the party had the largest smaller 

differences in the electoral share respectively, consistently during all three elections. Based 

upon the nationwide results as a unit, the party was considerably stronger in towns than in 

rural areas, with 130-127-138 as a quota of voters in the towns compared to those outside of 

the central settlement.96 In terms of all 31 municipalities that have been studied within the 

framework of this thesis the Left Party was above the parliamentary threshold in both 

categories during all elections, even though its rural numbers were beneath five percentage 

points during all elections.97 The party was not just as proportionally dependent on urban 

voters as the Green Party to reach its final tally. In 2014 the party still ended up the second 

most urban-dependent party after having passed the Liberals, this after having grown in real 

terms in towns and shrunk in rural areas. 

Liberals (Liberalerna) 

The Liberals (that during these three elections were called People’s Party (Folkpartiet) were 

clearly stronger in the examined towns in relation to rural areas. This was thoroughly true for 

all regions in those municipalities that were examined. The regions with the highest 

overrepresentation among town voters for the Liberals varied between Eastern Götaland in 
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2006 along with Norrland in 2010 and 2014.98 The regions where the party did the best in 

relative terms in rural areas were in Western Götaland in all three examined elections. 

Through an assembled perspective throughout the entirety of Sweden’s regional 

municipalities the Liberals had an electoral support that corresponded 135, 121 and 133 town 

voters per 100 rural voters during the three elections. During the middle election in 2010 the 

party increased in real terms in rural areas, prior to the numerical drop to the 2014 election 

rendered that the proportions ended up similarly to 2006 and that the party once more had to 

rely on urban voters. In all cases bar one the party ended up above the parliamentary 

threshold, with 0.03 % margin it was beneath said threshold in Svealand’s rural areas in the 

examined elections during the party’s poor election in 2014. 

The Liberals were the second most town-dependent party after the Green Party both in 2006 

and 2010, prior to the drop-off in towns led to the Left Party being more town-dependent than 

the Liberals in 2014. 

Christian Democrats (Kristdemokraterna) 

The Christian Democrats were the eighth and final elected party during both the 2010 and 

2014 elections, in the latter with a narrow margin to the four-percentage point threshold. Also 

in the 31 examined municipalities the party’s drop between the elections are clearly visible. 

Above all the party dropped in the share of voters in rural areas. During the 2014 election the 

Christian Democrats were beneath the parliamentary threshold both in towns and in the rural 

areas of Southern Götaland and Norrland.99 

Where the Christian Democrats were most dependent on rural voters was in Western 

Götaland, where Svealand instead went against the nationwide trend for the party and saw 

more urban than rural voters both in 2010 and in 2014. In the latter case the party achieved 

115 town voters for each 100 rural voters in Svealand, in spite of that the party in the 

examined municipalities in general had a higher support in rural areas.100 The party’s 

strongest region was in Eastern Götaland. 
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As a summation, the party had 88, 93 and 97 urban voters respectively per 100 rural voters 

during the three elections.101 This rendered that the party in relative terms was weakened 

outside of the towns and went towards similar results in both categories. 
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Averages for the parties 
This part examines how the eight parliamentary parties performed in the 31 examined 

municipalities in comparison to the electoral results of the entirety of Sweden. Each of the 

three elections between 2006 and 2014 are presented in separate sections. 

Each table consists of five indicators: 

• Party name. (Party). 

• The accumulated result in Sweden in percentage points for the respective parties 

(Sweden).102 

• The parties’ respective results in the examined municipalities’ towns or rural areas. 

(Municipalities). 

• The number of municipalities where the party achieved a result above what the party 

accomplished in Sweden as a unit. (Above). 

• The number of municipalities where the party achieved a result above below what the 

party accomplished in Sweden as a unit. (Below). 

The principle therefore is clear: Examine the parties’ individual results in the 

municipalities and connect those to the accumulated electoral results to find tendencies in 

how the electoral support between towns and rural areas are divided. “Above” and 

“below” are how the parties’ stand relative to the electoral results for the entirety of 

Sweden, not how the parties’ stand relative to their own averages in the municipalities.  
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Averages in 2006: 

2006 saw the Alliance parties reach a majority in the riksdag, but not above half of the votes 

in Sweden. 

Averages for the towns 2006 

Party Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Social Democrats 34.99 % 38.05 % 26 5 31 

Moderates 26.23 % 24.20 % 9 22 31 

Centre Party 7.88 % 5.66 % 3 28 31 

Liberals 7.54 % 8.08 % 17 14 31 

Christian Democrats 6.59 % 6.50 % 10 21 31 

Left Party 5.85 % 6.10 % 15 16 31 

Green Party 5.24 % 5.79 % 15 16 31 

Sweden Democrats 2.93 % 2.58 % 8 23 31 

Accumulated 97.25 % 96.91 % 103 145 248 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Here are the results for the blocs in the 31 municipalities’ towns in 2006: 

Averages for the blocs in towns 2006 

Bloc Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Alliance 48,24 % 44,33 % 5 26 31 

Red-Greens 46,08 % 49,94 % 26 5 31 

Accumulated 94.32 % 94.27 % 31 31 62 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Averages for rural areas 2006 

Party Sweden  Municipalities Above Below Total 

Social Democrats 34.99 % 36.56 % 14 17 31 

Moderates 26.23 % 23.21 % 9 22 31 

Centre Party 7.88 % 12.31 % 30 1 31 

Liberals 7.54 % 5.99 % 4 27 31 

Christian Democrats 6.59 % 7.36 % 15 16 31 

Left Party 5.85 % 4.73 % 5 26 31 

Green Party 5.24 % 4.16 % 2 29 31 

Sweden Democrats 2.93 % 3.25 % 15 16 31 

Sammanlagt 97.25 % 97.57 % 94 154 248 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Here are the results in rural areas in 2006 for the two governmental candidates: 

Averages for the blocs in rural areas 2006 

Bloc Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Alliance 48.24 % 48.88 % 20 11 31 

Red-Greens 46.08 % 45.42 % 11 20 31 

Accumulated 94.32 % 94.30 % 31 31 62 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Averages in 2010: 
The 2010 election saw the Alliance parties become the largest bloc, this without a majority in 

the riksdag. The traditional blocs share of the voters decreased somewhat from the 2006 

elections. 

Averages for towns 2010 

Party Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Social Democrats 30.66 % 33.90 % 26 5 31 

Moderates 30.06 % 27.81 % 7 24 31 

Green Party 7.34 % 8.20 % 12 19 31 

Liberals 7.06 % 7.52 % 12 19 31 

Centre Party 6.56 % 4.40 % 1 30 31 

Sweden Democrats 5.70 % 5.34 % 10 21 31 

Left Party 5.60 % 5.90 % 14 17 31 

Christian Democrats 5.60 % 5.41 % 10 21 31 

Accumulated 98.58 % 98.48 % 92 156 248 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Here are the results for the two government alternatives in the towns, where the results in two 

municipalities rendered both blocs ended up below the national averages. 

Averages for the blocs in towns 2010 

Bloc Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Alliance 49.28 % 45.14 % 7 24 31 

Red-Green 43.60 % 48.00 % 27 4 31 

Accumulated 92.88 % 93.14 % 34 28 62 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Averages for rural areas in 2010 

Party Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Social Democrats 30.66 % 31,31 % 13 18 31 

Moderates 30.06 % 28,98 % 12 19 31 

Green Party 7.34 % 5,77 % 2 29 31 

Liberals 7.06 % 6,21 % 7 24 31 

Centre Party 6.56 % 9,59 % 30 1 31 

Sweden Democrats 5.70 % 6,61 % 19 12 31 

Left Party 5.60 % 4,65 % 5 26 31 

Christian Democrats 5.60 % 5,82 % 12 19 31 

Accumulated 98,58 % 98,94 % 100 148 248 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Here are the results for the two governmental alternatives in the rural areas: 

Averages for the blocs in rural areas 2010 

Bloc Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Alliance 49.28 % 50.60 % 21 10 31 

Red-Greens 43.60 % 41.73 % 13 18 31 

Accumulated 92.88 % 92.33 % 34 28 62 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Averages in 2014: 

The Red-Green parties became the largest blocs but did not achieve a majority in the riksdag. 

The traditional blocs’ numbers were the lowest in the three elections, in part due to the 

increase of the Sweden Democrats, but also parties outside of the riksdag got several 

percentage points of the votes. 

Averages for the towns 2014 

Party Sweden  Municipalities Above Below Total 

Social Democrats 31.01% 34.38 % 28 3 31 

Moderates 23.33% 21.84 % 12 19 31 

Sweden Democrats 12.86% 11.44 % 9 22 31 

Green Party 6.89 % 7.47 % 19 12 31 

Centre Party 6.11 % 4.35 % 3 28 31 

Left Party 5.72 % 6.15 % 16 15 31 

Liberals 5.42 % 5.58 % 13 18 31 

Christian Democrats 4.57 % 4.67 % 9 22 31 

Accumulated 95.91 % 95.88 % 109 139 248 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Here are the results for the two blocs in the towns:  

Averages for the blocs in towns 2014 

Bloc Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Red-Greens 43.62 % 48.09 % 31 0 31 

Alliance 39.43 % 36.44 % 7 24 31 

Accumulated 83.05 % 84.53 % 38 24 62 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Averages in rural areas 2014 

Party Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Social Democrats 31.01% 32.18 % 13 18 31 

Moderates 23.33% 21.97 % 19 12 31 

Sweden Democrats 12.86% 15.37 % 25 6 31 

Green Party 6.89 % 5.23 % 2 29 31 

Centre Party 6.11 % 9.05 % 30 1 31 

Left Party 5.72 % 4.46 % 4 27 31 

Liberals 5.42 % 4.19 % 4 27 31 

Christian Democrats 4.57 % 4.80 % 11 20 31 

Accumulated 95.91 % 97.25 % 108 140 248 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Here are the results for the two large blocs in rural areas: 

Averages for the blocs in rural areas 2014 

Bloc Sweden Municipalities Above Below Total 

Red-Green 43.62 % 41.87 % 9 22 31 

Alliance 39.43 % 40.01 % 21 10 31 

Sammanlagt 83.05 % 84.53 % 30 32 62 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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5.3. Regional results 

Here follow the five regions based upon the map on page 43 and their results in the three 

elections: 

Southern Götaland 

All numbers presented in the results are in percentage points of the electoral share. 

Södra Götaland’s results 2006 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns  5.05 32.91 6.15 4.72 10.27 4.92 28.23 4.40 3.34 

Rural 2.99 34.10 3.69 9.45 7.74 6.09 27.69 5.79 2.46 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Södra Götaland’s results 2010 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 4.76 27.58 9.04 4.27 9.07 4.60 31.35 7.62 1.70 

Rural 3.04 25.70 5.34 7.41 7.51 4.56 33.62 11.21 0.89 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Södra Götaland’s results 2014 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.38 29.65 9.03 3.92 7.09 3.74 22.96 13.60 4.61 

Rural 2.94 28.00 5.60 6.75 5.37 3.98 23.58 21.43 2.36 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Summary 

Southern Götaland have in this context been defined as Scania (Skåne) and Blekinge 

Counties; that have five municipalities represented in the examination. Those are 

Helsingborg, Hässleholm, Karlskrona, Kristianstad and Lund. The regions’ mid-sized 

municipalities had both in 2006 and 2010 clear pluralities (in the towns) and majorities (in the 

rural areas) for the Alliance parties. In 2014 the support for the Red-Green parties rose 

marginally but the great difference that led to a lost plurality in total and in towns for the 

Alliance parties were the strong net loss to the Sweden Democrats, whose 13.60 % in towns 

and 21.43 % in rural areas were the party’s highest numbers regionally among the five 

regions. 

The Red-Green parties got strongly dependent on towns between the 2006 and 2010 elections 

and had a quota on 108-121-121 town voters per 100 rural voters in those three elections; with 

a very marginal drop of the quota between the two latter elections. The Alliance parties had 

the quota 94-93-95; in other words stable tendencies to be somewhat stronger in rural areas 

than in towns. In spite of this, the Alliance were not as dependent on rural areas as rendered 

by the national average of comparable municipalities. The Sweden Democrats got steadily 

stronger in rural areas in Southern Götaland, which led to the quota of 78-68-63; which went 

against the national average where the party got strengthened in towns between 2006 and 

2010 and an even steeper turn towards rural areas between 2010 and 2014. Of the 

parliamentary parties the Left Party was the most pronounced urban party in two of the 

elections whereas the Green Party was that way in one of the elections; while the Centre Party 

was the strongest in relative terms in rural areas during all three elections. The Social 

Democrats and the Moderates had more varied numbers in their distributions. 

Municipalities 

Southern Götaland’s individual municipalities’ results varied. In Helsingborg the Red-Green 

bloc was larger in the town in 2014, whereas the Alliance was the largest bloc both in town 

and in rural areas both in 2006 and 2010. In all three elections the Alliance parties were larger 

than the Red-Greens in rural area, since the Alliance parties became the largest minority bloc 

in 2014. Hässleholm saw the Alliance parties become the largest bloc both in 2006 and 2010 

in the central settlement as well as the surrounding area. In 2014 instead, the Red-Greens had 
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an advantage in both voter groups, since the Sweden Democrats had their strongest results in 

all 31 studied municipalities. Karlskrona saw minimal differences in voting patterns between 

towns and rural areas for the two large blocs, which stood out in the region by large. There 

was a Red-Green advantage both in the Karlskrona settlement and the surrounding area in all 

three locations, even though the differences were rather small in the 2010 election. 

Kristianstad instead had large differences between the blocs and the results between the town 

and the rural areas around it. The Red-Green bloc was the largest in the town during all three 

elections, even though it only differed 15 votes to their advantage in 2010. The Alliance 

parties did however have a pronounced margin in the rural areas during all three elections, 

especially during the previously mentioned 2010 election, when correspondingly fewer than 

four urban voters in relation to five rural voters chose to vote for the incumbent government at 

the time. The fifth and final municipality in the region, whose electoral results have been 

examined was Lund in Scania County. There did the Alliance parties initially have a sizeable 

advantage through the winning of both the town and the surrounding land in both 2006 and 

2010. In conjunction with the 2014 election the Red-Greens had an advantage in the town.  

The Alliance parties still ended up somewhat larger in the entire municipality thanks to the 

rural votes, but would the Feminist Initiative’s five percentage points of the total votes given 

national parliamentary representation, the opposite outcome would have occurred. Lund also 

saw the most pronounced differences between the Sweden Democrats’ results between towns 

and rural areas in Southern Götaland, with urban results far below the party’s national 

averages especially in 2014. 
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Western Götaland 

All numbers being presented in the results are in percentage points of the electoratal share. 

Western Götaland’s results 2006 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.61 38.64 4.40 4.81 7.74 6.56 25.82 2.92 3.49 

Rural 4.17 32.88 3.96 13.22 6.23 8.12 25.15 3.15 3.01 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Western Götaland’s results 2010 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.11 33.97 6.86 4.09 7.64 5.52 29.77 5.57 1.48 

Rural 4.01 27,50 5.37 11.11 6.88 6.53 31.17 6.30 1.12 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Western Götaland’s results 2014 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.38 34.68 6.72 4.71 5.53 4.46 23.33 12.33 2.17 

Rural 3.95 28.81 4.97 10.59 4,57 5.14 23.97 15.41 1.65 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Summary 

Western Götaland has in this case been defined as Halland and Western Götaland (Västra 

Götaland) Counties. The municipalities that are included in the category are Borås, Halmstad, 

Skövde, Uddevalla and Varberg. The differences between the blocs based upon urban and 

rural voters were large, where the Red-Green parties had more than 115 town-based voters for 

each 100 rural voters in all three elections, whereas the Alliance parties were beneath 85 

urban voters according to the same quota in those three elections. As an indication on the 

clear differences between the regions’ towns and rural areas the Alliance parties in spite of the 

2014 electoral defeat achieved a position as the largest minority bloc in rural areas. 

The Red-Green parties achieved pluralities in the towns 2006 and 2014, whereas the Alliance 

parties had a plurality by just above one percentage points’ margin in 2010; prior to the deficit 

in 2014 being almost nine percentage points towards the Red-Green parties. The exact 

numbers for the Alliance parties were rounded to 85-84-85; which rendered a stable 

distribution similar to how the averages were divided over the entirety of Sweden. The Red-

Green parties had 119-125-124 as a quota; the highest measured among the five geographical 

regions. The Sweden Democrats had 90-88-80 urban voters for every 100 rural voters. The 

Left Party was the most distinct urban party in all three elections, whereas the Centre Party 

had the highest distribution of rural voters. Where the Moderates and the Social Democrats’ 

distribution overlapped in Southern Götaland here instead the Moderates’ share of rural voters 

were generally overrepresented whereas the Social Democrats had its highest share of urban 

voters of all regions. 

Municipalities 

The five municipalities being studied in Western Götaland started with Borås. The 

municipality had clear differences between a Red-Green town and an Alliance rural area – 

differences that manifested in all three examined elections. The Red-Green parties were the 

largest bloc as a unit both in 2006 and 2014, whereas the Alliance parties were the largest 

bloc of 2010 in Borås Municipality. The differences were lower than in a number of other 

municipalities in the region, but thorough during all three elections, where respective bloc was 

largest in the town and the rural area respectively. Halmstad also had results where the Red-

Green bloc was larger than the Alliance parties in the town in all three elections, and where 

the Alliance parties were larger in the rural area three times in a row. In the municipality as a 
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unit the elections had differing outcomes, where the Alliance parties got more votes in 2006 

and 2010 whereas the Red-Greens got more votes in 2014. 

Also Skövde had clear difference between the town and the rural area. Both in 2006 and 2014 

the differences were small between the blocs from an accumulative standpoint. The Alliance 

parties reached a majority of the votes in the rural area in the first two elections, whereas the 

differences in the settlement of Skövde were smaller than that. The urban voters however, 

leaned towards the Red-Green parties, similar to the other municipalities in the region. 

Uddevalla had obvious and clear differences between the blocs. The Red-Green parties won 

the town with a clear margin in all three elections, whereas the Alliance parties won the rural 

area in all three cases. Uddevalla had the largest difference between the blocs based upon 

towns and rural areas in municipalities where different majorities were formed. Both the 

Alliance and the Red-Greens were the largest bloc at least once in the municipality as a unit, 

but in both cases the winning bloc was at a deficit in one of the parts of the municipality. 

Varberg was the final municipalities that was studied in Western Götaland. The municipality 

had a clear dominans for the Alliance parties in rural areas. Varberg also was the municipality 

that saw the largest differences in one individual party’s result between a town and a rural 

area. The Centre Party had close to four rural voters in relative terms in the rural areas 

compared to Varberg’s central settlement. Due to that difference the Alliance parties’ strength 

outside of town was the defining factor that ensured that the municipality stayed blue in all 

three elections. The Red-Green parties were larger in the settlement of Varberg both in 2006 

and 2014, whereas the municipality as a unit similar to several other municipalities in 

Southern Sweden was dominated by the Alliance-dominated in both towns and rural areas in 

2010. 
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Eastern Götaland 

All numbers being presented in the results are in percentage points of the electoral share. 

Eastern Götaland’s results 2006 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.67 36.19 5.83 5.27 7.34 8.45 25.73 2.23 3.29 

Rural 4.35 33.76 4.25 13.49 5.24 9.84 23.88 2.78 2.39 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Eastern Götaland’s results 2010 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.55 31.61 8.66 4.52 7.21 6.83 29.21 4.90 1.51 

Rural 4.19 28.10 6.17 11.33 5.95 7.88 29.82 5.59 0.98 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Eastern Götaland’s results 2014 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.48 32.10 7.88 4.69 5.29 5.90 23.12 11.79 3.74 

Rural 3.89 28.74 5.50 10.84 4.06 6.65 23.11 14.57 2.64 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Summary 

Eastern Götaland in this context had been defined as the three countires in the province of 

Småland (Jönköping, Kalmar and Kronoberg), along with Östergötland and Gotland counties. 

The municipalities that were included in this category were Gotland (the central settlement 

being Visby), Jönköping, Kalmar, Linköping, Norrköping and Växjö. The region had a 

plurality for the Red-Green bloc in the examined towns in 2006 and 2014, whereas an 

Alliance plurality occurred in 2010. In rural areas the Alliance Parties had a majority in 2006 

and 2010, prior to the vote share fell to a plurality of 44.66 % of the electoral support in the 

2014 election. The municipalities that were examined in the region were in the norm for the 

averages of the electoral distribution between the two largest blocs in Swedish politics. 

The Red-Green parties had the quota of 112-119-119 urban voters per 100 rural voters in the 

three elections, with a negligible difference of 0.04 percentage points in terms of the quota 

between 2010 and 2014. The distribution of the Alliance parties was stable similarly to the 

rest of Götaland with a corresponding quota of 89-87-87. The Sweden Democrats’ numbers of 

quota relationships between urban and rural voters were 80-88-81. In other words the Alliance 

parties were more dependent on rural areas than what the Sweden Democrats were in the 

regions’ mid-sized municipalities in the 2010 election, but with a very narrow margin. The 

Green Party was the distinctive urban party in all three elections, whereas the Centre Party 

was the most distinctive rural party. The Social Democrats’ and the Moderates’ quota 

differences were lower than in Western Götaland, but the Social Democrats had with 

somewhat of a margin more electoral support in the towns, whereas the Moderates swung 

between 98 and 108 in quota during the three elections. 

Municipalities 

The first of the six municipalities that have been studied in Eastern Götaland is Gotland 

Municipality. The municipality is a large one that consists of the entire island (along with 

Fårö) and has a majority of its inhabitants outside of the central settlement of Visby. Gotland 

is an atypical municipality since the Red-Green parties strengthened between 2006 and 2010, 

in spite of the negative trend for the bloc in the whole of Sweden. During all three elections 

the Red-Green parties had more votes in Visby, whereas the Alliance had an advantage in the 

Gotland rural area, where the Centre Party especially had a clearly stronger result than in the 

town. Gotland was a municipality that was won by both blocs during the reference period, 
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where the 2010 election saw the Red-Green finish above the Alliance parties’ tallies only after 

the late incoming ballots outside of the precincts were counted. 

The three Småland municipalities Jönköping, Kalmar and Växjö had various tendencies. 

Jönköping was the Christian Democrats’ stronghold, especially in rural areas. The Alliance 

was the largest bloc during all three elections, whereas the Red-Green parties were the 

strongest in Jönköping (and Huskvarna’s) settlement in 2014. In relative terms the Alliance 

parties were clearly stronger in the rural area than in the town during all three elections. 

Kalmar saw clearly lower differences, but also there some overrepresentation for the Red-

Green parties in Kalmar’s settlement compared to the rural area surrounding it. The Alliance 

became the largest bloc in the municipality as a unit in 2010, but the Red-Green parties were 

the largest in the town during all three elections, but also stronger in the rural areas during the 

other two elections. Växjö saw a general advantage for the Alliance parties both in 2006 and 

2010, prior to the Red-Greens became the larger bloc in 2014. The differences between the 

first two elections were that the Alliance parties were the larger both in the town and in rural 

areas in 2010. The coalition was also larger than the Red-Greens in the rural area also in the 

latest of the examined elections, where the Red-Green advantage in the settlement of Växjö 

was decisive. 

Östergötland County was represented by two municipalities in the shape of Linköping and 

Norrköping. The firstly mentioned municipality was generally an Alliance municipality, 

where it was the largest bloc during all three elections. Linköping’s settlement had more 

varied results, where the Red-Green were stronger than the Alliance in 2014. The difference 

between the blocs increased in terms of the distribution between respective elections. 

Norrköping instead had a Red-Green tendency, where 2010 saw a sort of identical electoral 

support for both blocs. In all three elections, whereas the rural area was won by the Alliance 

parties. The municipality saw the Sweden Democrats accomplish its strongest results in 

Eastern Götaland’s examined municipalities. 
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Svealand 

All numbers that are presented in the results are in percentage points of the electoral share.  

Svealand’s results 2006 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.82 38.88 5.63 4.96 8.52 6.67 24.20 2.43 2.90 

Rural 4.65 33.92 4.99 11.87 6.23 7.00 26.04 2.97 2.34 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Svealand’s results 2010 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.47 34.93 7.81 3.86 7.71 5.47 27.82 5.49 1.39 

Rural 4.53 28.63 6.85 9.26 6.15 5.45 31.68 6.32 1.14 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Svealand’s results 2014 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 5.74 34.38 7.30 4.00 5.59 5.01 22.64 11.61 3.73 

Rural 4.27 29.16 5.87 9.09 3.97 4.35 24.64 15.46 3.18 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Summary 

Svealand is Sweden’s middle of country lands, where the capital of Stockholm is included. 

The counties that are included in Svealand are Dalarna, Stockholm, Södermanland, Uppsala, 

Värmland, Västmanland and Örebro; where Uppsala County lacks municipalities within the 

mid-sized category since Uppsala Municipality has too many inhabitants to be included. The 

municipalities within Svealand that are situated without a direct urban link to Stockholm and 

are eligible for the category of municipalities with between 50,000 and 150,000 inhabitants 

are Eskilstuna, Falun, Karlstad, Norrtälje, Nyköping. Södertälje, Västerås and Örebro. At 

large, the Svealand municipalities leaned towards the Red-Green bloc, which had a plurality 

of voters at two of the elections (in 2006 and 2014). The Alliance parties did become the 

largest bloc overall in 2010 and had a majority of the votes in rural areas in the category mid-

sized municipalities both in 2006 and 2010. 

In conjunction with the first election the Red-Green parties did achieve a majority in the 

towns, which rendered it to be the only election in which the towns and the rural areas voted 

for separate majorities in any of the examined parliamentary elections. The Red-Green parties 

accumulated 116-121-121 urban voters for each 100 rural voters in the three elections, which 

rendered them somewhat more dependent of urban voters than the national average for those 

three parties. The Alliance parties had 87-85-89, which similarly to the rest of Sweden 

rendered a stable distribution with small differences. The Sweden Democrats had 82-87-75; 

which also corresponded well with nationwide tendencies. Where Svealand stood out was in 

that the Liberals was the riksdag party with the highest proportional electoral support in the 

towns. 

Municipalities 

The three municipalities in Svealand south of Stockholm that were examined were Eskilstuna, 

Nyköping and Södertälje. All three municipalities had in common that the Red-Greens won 

the municipality overall on all three occasions. What the municipalities did also have in 

common however, was that both in 2006 and 2010 the Alliance parties were larger than the 

Red-Greens in all three rural areas. Eskilstuna and Södertälje also saw the Alliance parties as 

the largest rural bloc in 2014, whereas Nyköping saw the Red-Greens becoming larger in both 

electoral groups in that election. Both Eskilstuna’s town and rural area saw the highest 

numbers for the Sweden Democrats in the examined Svealand municipalities in the 2014 

election. 
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Falun was the northernmost of the 31 studied municipalities in the entire country that saw the 

Alliance parties become the largest bloc in either of the elections, or in one of the electoral 

groups. Falun stood out in that the Alliance parties were strengthened in relative terms in the 

town rather than the rural areas between 2006 and 2010. In both elections the Alliance parties 

did have more votes than the Red-Greens across the entirety of the municipality. The Red-

Greens were larger in the town in 2006 and 2014, whereas the Alliance parties were larger in 

the rural are during all the examined elections. Karlstad had an advantage for Red-Green 

parties in general, even though the Alliance won more votes accumulated in the 2010 election. 

Differences between the coalitions’ relative strength existed during all three elections, but in 

conjunction with the 2014 election, the Red Greens achieved more votes than the Alliance 

also in rural areas. Norrtälje was an Alliance-dominated municipality, where the coalition 

won both towns and rural areas in 2006 and 2010, before the municipality was divided 

between a Red-Green town and an Alliance rural area in 2014, where the latter had more 

votes overall. 

Västerås was the largest settlement that have been examined within the framework of this 

thesis. The municipality saw clearly varied results. The Red-Greens were stronger in the town 

in 2006 and 2014, whereas the Alliance was stronger in the town in 2010 and in the rural 

areas in all examined elections. The accumulated results rendered that the Alliance parties 

were the largest in the municipality as a unit in 2006 and 2010, prior to the the latest election 

saw the Red-Green parties be the largest bloc through the clear winning margin within 

Västerås’ town limits.  

Örebro as the second largest city in Bergslagen saw a Red-Green town and an Alliance rural 

area during all three elections. From an accumulated perspective the advantage for the Red-

Green parties was large enough in the settlement of Örebro that the bloc was the largest in the 

municipality during each of the examined elections. 
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Norrland 

All numbers that are presented in the results are in percentage points of the electoral share.  

Norrland’s results 2006 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 8.00 42.17 6.58 7.70 6.96 5.26 18.72 1.68 2.93 

Rural 6.79 45.78 3.80 13.27 4.99 5.79 15.35 1.95 2.29 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Norrland’s results 2010 

Parti V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 8.14 39.36 8.46 5.31 6.42 4.28 22.54 3.87 1.63 

Rural 6.86 42.97 5.00 9.01 5.09 4.70 20.77 4.43 1.17 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Norrland’s results 2014 

Party V S MP C L KD M SD Others 

Towns 8.44 39.98 7.10 4.86 4.83 3.66 17.65 8.73 4.75 

Rural 6.73 43.85 4.21 8.12 3.33 3.82 15.84 11.20 2.89 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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Summary 

Norrland is Sweden’s northernmost and geographically largest of the country lands, which 

stretches about 10 % of the Northern Hemisphere’s distance between the North Pole and the 

Equator. Norrland is divided into five counties; Gävleborg, Jämtland, Norrbotten, 

Västerbotten and Västernorrland. The municipalities that are represented include Gävle, 

Luleå, Skellefteå, Sundsvall, Umeå, Örnsköldsvik and Östersund. Norrland is the region that 

above all stands out from a political perspective. The Red-Green parties had a strong grip of 

the majority of the electoral support in both towns and rural areas in all three elections. 

Norrland also had very small differences in terms of proportions for the two large blocs’ 

electoral supports in the two demographical voter groups, which strongly diverted from 

Götaland and Svealand further south. 

Even though Norrland challenged the general picture about red towns and blue rural areas 

there was a relative overrepresentation, even though marginal, for the Red-Green bloc in 

towns. It was not unison in the entirety of Norrland, where the opposite relationship 

sometimes occurred. The Red-Green parties at large had 101-102-102 urban voters per 100 

rural voters compared to 98-97-100 (rounded upwards) for the Alliance parties in the three 

elections. The Sweden Democrats had their lowest numbers in numerical support in Norrland, 

but the distribution was reminiscent of the nationwide average with a quota of 86-87-78. 

Where the Norrland municipalities stood out was in the shape that the Social Democrats were 

stronger in rural areas (92-92-91) in all three elections, whereas the Moderates were stronger 

in towns also in all three elections (122-109-111). The Green Party was the strongest urban 

party, whereas the Centre Party was the clearest rural party. 

Municipalities 

As has earlier been mentioned, all individual municipalities that have been examined within 

Norrlands’ borders were Red-Green both for towns and rural areas. The most notable for the 

seven municipalities within the framework for this thesis are which that saw the Red-Greens 

or the Alliance parties relatively most successful in towns and rural areas respectively, where 

Norrland as earlier has been mentioned generally stood out. 

Gävle was the southernmost municipalities that was examined in Norrland. Of the studied 

Norrland municipalities Gävle was in part the municipality that had the weakest majorities for 

the Red-Green bloc, and the only of the seven where the Sweden Democrats went above their 
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national average in any of the elections. The Red-Green parties were strongest in relative 

terms in rural areas in 2006, but in the following two elections instead the government 

alternative was stronger in the settlement of Gävle. 

In Central Norrland’s two counties (Jämtland and Västernorrland) three municipalities were 

examined. In all those cases (Sundsvall, Örnsköldsvik and Östersund) the Red-Green parties 

had a larger support in their central settlements in all three elections. In relative terms the 

margin between the blocs was relatively small with Norrland’s measures in Östersund. 

The two northernmost counties in Norrland (Västerbotten and Norrbotten) were represented 

by Umeå, Skellefteå and Luleå. Among those Umeå stood out. Aside from the two other 

municipalities that were being dominated by the Social Democrats both in towns and in rural 

areas, the Red-Green parties had a greater proportion of the Red-Green majorities in Umeå. 

Also the municipalities rural areas had lower Red-Green support than the town. In Skellefteå 

the differences were minimal between towns and rural areas on a bloc basis, but the Social 

Democrats were stronger in the rural area than in the town, where they achieved a majority 

outside of the settlement of Skellefteå in all three elections, but ended up slightly below said 

majority in the central settlement. There did the other Red-Green parties instead achieve 

higher numbers. Luleå had a weaker result for the Social Democrats in general compared to 

Skellefteå. Also the other Red-Green parties had stronger results in the town compared to the 

surrounding area, contrasting with several other Norrland municipalities. Neither in Skellefteå 

nor Luleå did the Alliance parties have numbers within 20 percentage points from the Red-

Green parties in any of the elections. 
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6. Analysis of the electoral results 

The analysis is divided in three separate parts, based upon the three research questions that 

were posed earlier in the thesis and that the empirical content has been aiming to find material 

to be able to answer. The questions are answered in chronological order based on the order of 

the research questions but are judged to all have co-equal relevance to be able to judge where 

the differing lines go between towns and rural areas. Therefore, the research questions should 

be seen as having the same weight and relevance for the work’s following conclusions. As has 

earlier been mentioned, plurality renders that one bloc has more seats than the bothers but 

lacks the possibility to on its own accord achieve majority, where a united opposition cannot 

stop a unified coalitions’ choice of policy. 

1. What dividing lines are there in voting between Sweden’s mid-sized 

municipalities towns and rural areas?  

This section will be sorted after regions in order from south to north. Sweden’s mid-sized 

municipalities outside of the metropolitan areas have a clearly general difference in voting 

patterns between towns and rural areas, but in the shape of a regional overview the tendencies 

differ substantially both in terms of absolute majorities for parties and blocs along with the 

distribution between towns and rural areas. There is a strong divide between Norrland’s either 

regional centres or mid-sized municipalities and its rural areas in relation to the rest of 

Sweden. Where the Alliance parties dominated rural areas in Southern Sweden in the blocs’ 

winning elections 2006 and kept a plurality in 2014, the bloc did not manage to get a plurality 

compared to the Red-Green parties in any of the seven Norrland municipalities in any of the 

elections. 

From a nationwide perspective this constellation of municipalities as a unit was somewhat 

more Red-Green than the national average and the towns in question had a vastly higher 

voting totals than the surrounding rural areas. There did exist some exceptions where the 

municipalities had vastly more voters in the surrounding areas than in the central settlement. 

In all those cases the municipality was in the lower end of the population number and has a 

central settlement with a comparatively low number of inhabitants in relation to some 

municipal seats whose municipalities in general did not achieve the limit of 50,000 

inhabitants that was required to be included in the study. These municipalities were 

Hässleholm, Gotland and Norrtälje. In all three cases the reversed balance of power was 

clearly visible between the central settlement and the rural areas. Gotland’s clear Red-Green 
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lead from Visby was enough so that Gotland as a unit would show a tendency towards the 

Red-Green parties. This was in spite of the Alliance parties having an advantage in rural areas 

and that electoral group being in a majority. Thus, it shows that exceptions between which of 

the towns and rural areas that is having majorities, and which groups’ main preference 

decides, actually is there. 

From a regional perspective all five geographical regions were shown to have differing 

tendencies, which is further elaborated upon below: 

Southern Götaland had generally weak pluralities for the Red-Green parties in towns in 2006 

and 2010, with some exceptions. Voting demographically the municipalities were dominated 

by the rural areas’ influence, where Helsingborg, Hässleholm, Kristianstad and Lund in 

Scania hade clear majorities for the Alliance parties during both those elections. Blekinge’s 

representative Karlskrona did stand out however, since it lacked clear differences in the 

municipality’s bloc-related electoral results and also in the Alliance’s successful 2010 election 

in comparison to the opposition, the Alliance parties could not accomplish a plurality in 

Karlskrona’s rural area. The Sweden Democrats had the highest numerical support of voters 

in comparison to the other four regions during all three elections in Southern Götaland, 

achieving above 21 % of the votes in rural areas in 2014. 

Western Götaland was the region with the greatest differences between the towns and rural 

areas. In general the region was a stronghold for the Alliance parties through majorities or 

pluralities during all examined elections. Also in the towns the Alliance parties did 

comparatively well compared to some other parts of the country, even though the Red-Greens 

were larger blocs in all municipal seats in 2014. The regions’ strongest dividing line is not the 

towns in themselves, but rather the strong difference in terms of the weakness for the Red-

Green parties and the Social Democrats in rural areas and the corresponding strength for the 

Alliance parties and especially the Moderates and the Centre Party. The latter party did 

achieve the largest difference for a party’s electoral support between towns and rural areas in 

Varberg Municipality amongst all of the 31 examined municipalities.103 

Eastern Götaland is an important watershed between the two largest blocs. The government 

alternative that won the election at a nationwide level also got the most votes in these 

municipalities during all three elections. The differences between the towns and rural areas 
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were clear, but not as large as in the western part of Götaland. The Red-Green parties were 

stronger in the towns and had a general advantage in 2006 and universally in 2014. The 

municipalities in the region had far from linear tendencies, with Gotland and Visby as a town 

a greater stronghold for the Red-Greens in 2010 compared to 2006, opposite the nationwide 

trend.104 Kalmar instead did a strong shift between 2006 and 2010 where the Alliance parties 

went from losing both the town and the rural area in 2006 to winning a plurality in the entire 

municipality in 2010, following a clear plurality had been achieved in the rural area. Thereby 

there is a case to argue that Eastern Götaland is the most complex voting region in its regional 

centres among the four south of Norrland. 

Svealand is outside of Metropolitan Stockholm a region where the Red-Green parties have a 

general advantage. In spite of this, the Alliance parties were in general clearly stronger in 

rural areas than the Red-Greens were. The Red-Green parties were the largest bloc in all three 

elections in the towns, which still was not enough to achieve a plurality overall in 2010, but 

led to a clear lead in the central settlements in all examined elections. The Alliance parties 

achieved a majority in rural areas in 2010 and a plurality in the two other elections. The 

general differences in other words were clear, albeit not as extreme as in Western Götaland. 

The most anomalous result happened in Södertälje, where the Green Party was clearly 

stronger in the rural area than in the town, and where the Social Democrats’ rural results 

instead were low, which was opposite the remaining municipalities. Svealand is the 

northernmost region where red municipalities of regional size frequently had blue rural areas, 

which was shown by Nyköping, Eskilstuna and Örebro and the clear dividing lines of the 

electoral demographics in the three municipalities.  

Norrland is the great exception among tendencies as well as in absolute numbers of the 

electoral results. As has already been documented, Norrland is dominated by the Social 

Democrats, which achieved numbers in rural areas that the party was not close to in the other 

country lands. The Social Democrats and the Red-Green bloc also dominated the towns, but 

from an accumulated perspective compared to other regions the blocs’ strength was in rural 

areas. Even though it did not affect that there generally for Sweden was a “Red-Green 

town/Alliance rural”-relationship, Norrland did adjust those numbers towards a more evenly 

share over the entirety of the nation. The great exception was Norrland’s largest town Umeå, 

where the rural area was less dominated by Red-Green parties compared to the town. In other 
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cases, the numbers were either very close or the rural area leaned further left than the 

municipal seat. 

Accumulated, the blocs had the following numbers: 

Towns’ bloc advantage 

Year Red-Green advantage Alliance advantage 

2006 24 7 

2010 18 13 

2014 31 0 

Total 73/93 20/93 

  

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Rural areas’ bloc advantage 

Year Red-Green advantage Alliance advantage 

2006 9 22 

2010 8 23 

2014 12 19 

Total 29/93 64/93 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 

Varying blocs for towns and rural areas 

Year Number 

2006 15 

2010 10 

2014 19 

Total 44/93 

 

Source: Electoral agency, the results processed by the author. 
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As is clearly visible in these tables coming from the empirical data that was assembled, there 

is a clear difference in the voting pattern. In 44 out of 93 cases one of the demographic groups 

got its preference down-voted by either the central settlement of the rural area. In 

municipalities with a size within both groups that would have enable separate municipal 

councils and priorities the reasoning regarding that more than 40 % of the municipalities’ 

elections ended differently in the town and in the rural area interesting. 

2. Do these possible dividing lines follow national trends, do they close or 

edge away further, both regionally and for the parties?  

The towns and rural areas within the municipal sizes that have been examined have had 

greater differences between the two largest blocs and the voting numbers for the Sweden 

Democrats during the three elections. The Social Democrats had 106 voters in the town per 

100 rural voters in 2006, compared to 108 in 2010 and 107 in 2014. The Moderates on their 

part had more urban voters within the 31 examined municipalities in 2006, prior to having 

fewer both in 2010 and 2014. Accumulated the party had 104 urban voters per 100 rural 

voters in 2006, compared to only 96 in 100 four years later, along with the even 99 of 100 in 

2014. Numbers like those for the two blocs leading parties in combination with the other 

results show how drastic the Social Democrats’ electoral support between the two earlier 

elections, prior to the Moderates shrinking somewhat quicker in rural areas compared to the 

towns in 2014 elections. 

In other words the relative difference between the two largest parties’ electoral support were 

clearly lower in 2006 compared to how it was in 2014. When also taken into consideration 

that the Sweden Democrats with voters that often identify themselves as right rather than left 

from an economic perspective, achieved clearly higher results in rural areas compared to 

towns the increase of votes in rural areas against Red-Green policies clearly higher. However, 

it is important in the context to remark that these voters choose two separate alternatives. 

Even though that is that the case the drop for especially the Social Democrats in rural areas is 

a remarkable development. 

The Moderates’ and the Alliances’ relative voting drop in towns were not as remarkable as the 

Red-Greens’ drop in rural areas, since also the Alliance as a unit lost a sizeable share of its net 

result in 2010 to the Sweden Democrats in the rural areas. In real terms the Alliance dropped 

more votes in the towns, since 2006 was a year where the coalition won the election and could 

form a majority government, whereas the 2014 election overall resulted in that the Alliance 
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became the second largest minority bloc. Accumulatively the Alliance parties had between 87 

and 89 urban voters per 100 rural voters in all three elections, a minimal change of 

distribution. This indicates that the parties followed the trends of the electoral results for the 

Alliance as a unit both in the examined towns and rural areas. 

The trend of the Sweden Democrats went further towards the rural areas over the entirety of 

Sweden seen over all three elections. The proportional electoral support evened itself out in 

the middle election in 2010 when the party entered the riksdag, prior to the distance further 

increasing to having a clearly higher support in rural areas in the 2014 election. Then the party 

enticed fewer than 76 urban voters per 100 rural voters in the 31 examined regional hubs and 

their municipalities. Solely the Centre Party was more dependent on rural areas than the 

Sweden Democrats during all three elections. The uneven increase of the demographic 

support for the party was interesting in the case of how the party’s steady growth was 

manifested in such a shifting manner. The Sweden Democrats were clearly above the 

nationwide averages for the party in rural areas in the studied municipalities. In the towns the 

party achieved numbers close to the nationwide result numerically when the party was smaller 

but shrank more than a whole percentage point beneath said result in 2014 due to the party’s 

strong increase in rural areas. 

The smaller parties in the 2014 election had varying trends, but all moved within a span of 

between 4 and 8 % of the votes in all three parliamentary elections, which also mirrored itself 

in these 31 municipalities that have been examined in this thesis. The Centre Party however, 

did have the numbers that stood out the most with its high support in rural areas, especially in 

the 2006 election. The Green Party and the Liberals had high numbers in the towns in 2010, 

prior to all five of the smaller parties fell beneath 7 % seen over the entirety of Sweden in 

2014. The Left Party was more town-dependent, whereas the Christian Democrats were 

varied. Both parties had stronghold (the Left Party in the Norrland towns and the Christian 

Democrats in Eastern Götaland), but neither didn’t succeed in getting above 4 % in all 

regions. 

Based on the findings from the results from the electoral precincts in the different 

municipalities there is no doubt that the political will in municipalities’ demographic 

residential groups has become further separated during the past decade. The question of a split 

in social attitudes becomes ever more relevant the greater differences in electoral results that 

emerge. Therefore, whether the proportional gap between the support for individual parties 
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and for the two large political blocs further increase in September 2018 is a very interesting 

subject to study when that election has been concluded. Also, the indication of the high 

number of 19 out of 31 differing pluralities in 2014 indicate that the increased differences can 

get real effects in municipal elections either now or in the longer term. Parties’ popularities 

and the preferences of the populace are best measured by parliamentary elections since as has 

already been mentioned everyone in the entirety of Sweden vote for the same parliamentary 

chamber. The clear point is, that regardless of the outcome of local elections that have not 

been examined, that a rather large part of Sweden’s regional centres are out of shape with 

what the populace wish for policies between the municipality’s central settlement and the 

populace outside of said settlement and that the difference increase, relatively drastically. 

That is an undoubted finding of this study. 

3, Do findings from earlier electoral research regarding attitudes and party 

sympathies correlate with the patterns found?  

To give a short answer on the research question over a general tendency that mirrors the 

macro-level electoral research: yes, there are definitely obvious common points. One 

hypothesis in this thesis is that parties in government would be more sensitive to swings in the 

electoral opinions in rural areas. As has earlier been documented in this thesis, the SOM 

Institute’s electoral research found that there was a higher trust for the democratic system and 

politicians in towns than in rural areas,105 which can be connected to that both of the 

governing blocs (the Red-Green parties in 2006 and the Alliance in 2010) achieved their 

highest result tallies in towns compared to what they did as an opposition. The 2014 numbers 

were redirected due to the Sweden Democrats’ growth mainly at the cost of the Moderates, 

but also there it was obvious that the largest growth for an oppositional party without recent 

government experience was found in rural areas. That more people in rural areas were of the 

opinion that Sweden went in the wrong direction in conjunction with the 2014 elections than 

in metropolises could also that be seen in the more than doubled electoral support for the 

Sweden Democrats in the examined municipalities’ rural areas. 

There is a further aspect in the Alliance government’s regression in rural areas in 2014 to 

reason over: is primarily in rural areas incumbent governments with low popularity suffer? 

During the 2010 election the incumbent government did well in rural areas and achieved a 

higher support than during the 2006 election. When Sweden at large gave the coalition a 

                                                           
105 Oskarson, M (2016); p. 12 
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lower support during the 2014 election the drop was even larger among rural voters in the 31 

examined municipalities. 

How can one analyse that more voters identified themselves as right-leaning than left-leaning 

during all examined elections, but that still left-leaning parties including Feminist Initiative 

achieved close to half of all votes, especially in 2014? One possible explanation is that it after 

all during all election there was a plurality rather than a majority of the voters who identified 

themselves as “right-leaning” and that the voters that were in the middle in most likelihood 

voted for the Red-Green parties, whereas the right-leaning votes were split between the 

Alliance and the Sweden Democrats. The latter had a clearly lower share of voters that during 

the 2014 election identified itself as left-leaning in economic terms.106 That the rural areas 

seems to match better with a right-left dimension as in that the bloc with the most 

sympathisers for the economic elementary values almost got more votes there could therefore 

be explained as there are more centrist voters in the towns that in their turn often lean towards 

the left side. 

Regarding the actual results for towns and rural are the picture matches relatively well, even 

though the measurements the SOM Institute used themselves of from the 2014 election 

underestimated the Sweden Democrats’ results with a couple of percentage points. Among the 

groups that are included in the SOM Institutes’ sample there are pure rural areas, smaller 

settlements and larger settlements. 

From a wider analysis I can from the research in conjunction with the 2014 electoral cycle 

and the empirical observations in how the parties’ development has been at a local level 

between 2006 and 2014 above all find one clear tendency. The Social Democrats have lost the 

most ground in rural areas, the Moderates in turn in towns, as the Sweden Democrats’ rise of 

support in the demographic group “rural voters” has been clear. Based upon where the 

electoral research indicates where the voters are located on an ideological left-right scale the 

following could be interpreted: The Sweden Democrats’ centre-right profile, closer to the 

centre than the Alliance parties but at the same time with a majority of the voters to the right, 

indicates that the party net gains centrist economic voters in rural areas from the Social 

Democrats. 

 

                                                           
106 Holmberg & Oscarsson (2016); p. 211 
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Everything seems like that Sweden’s traditional governing party has had a stable grip of the 

centrist voters’ support, but to judge by the results that have been accomplished it is just 

among these voters where the Social Democrats’ drop of support has occurred in. Much also 

seems like that the Sweden Democrats take a large proportion of those voters based upon that 

the party’s voters on average describe themselves as in the middle. According to Holmberg & 

Oscarsson the party got 19 % among centrist voters in the 2014 exit poll, compared to 11 % of 

the total number of participants that said they had voted for the party.107 In the longer term 

this renders that both from electoral results and existing research that even though the Social 

Democrats very well could be imagined to retain the governing power, can be forced to 

compromise rightwards and marginalise the left within Swedish politics with an ideological 

advantage for the Alliance parties and with centrist voters that in steadily higher share choose 

the right-leaning Sweden Democrats. In the end this leads to that Social Democrat-led 

government in clearly weaker positions than the governments of Olof Palme, Ingvar Carlsson 

and Göran Persson are drawn by the parliamentary situation closer to the Alliance parties in 

welfare-, taxation- and migration questions. In practice, this exemplifies in practical terms by 

the Left Party’s and the Green Party’s respective defeats in being able to get their heartfelt 

issues through in the riksdag between 2014-2018. This could according to my hypothesis 

directly be tied to the Social Democrats’ drop among centrist voters in rural areas. 

From a perspective regarding how the number of voters affects representation and voting 

patterns it is difficult to draw clear conclusions without local research using survey methods. 

What is interesting however, based upon the reasoning from Dahl among others regarding a 

compromise between the influence and efficiency the high numbers for different blocs that 

achieve pluralities or majorities in the differing parts of municipalities. What is clear is that 

many municipalities among Sweden’s regional mid-sized ones had changed governance if the 

municipalities had been divided into one urban and one rural part. 

For the other parties the electoral results rendered correlating results with the previous 

research. The Centre Party was sizeably stronger in rural areas over the entire country in the 

31 examined municipalities, whereas the Left Party, the Green Party and the Liberals were 

dependent on towns. The picture of the Christian Democrats is more divided, since the 

support was quite evenly shared. 

                                                           
107 Holmberg & Oscarsson (2016); p. 248 
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7. Conclusions 
In general, the rural areas in regional, mid-sized municipalities are clearly different compared 

to the municipal seats that are the towns. The Red-Green parties have their primary strength in 

the towns in all regions besides Norrland, where the opposite relative strength often occur. 

The Alliance parties have a general advantage in rural areas, which often leads to opposite 

majority- or plurality conditions for the two large blocs. Specifically in the 2014 election 

when the Alliance as a unit had a weak nationwide result the more municipalities were split, 

with 19 or 31 municipalities that had differing blocs with either plurality or majority in either 

towns or rural areas in the same municipality. 

Differences between the blocs and the influence on the outcome by the Sweden Democrats 

steadily grew during the reference period that were studied. From having been relatively 

small, but still relatively clear differences between the blocs in 2006, the distribution 

differences grew markedly to the 2010 election due to the Social Democrats’ drop in rural 

areas, at the same time as the Moderates grew in said areas. The towns remained more stable, 

which rendered that the blocs instead moved less than the nationwide trends in the mid-sized 

municipalities’ seats. In the 2014 election the Moderates’ large drop to the Sweden Democrats 

in rural areas led to that the bloc differences in the distribution decreased somewhat from the 

2010 election, resulting in that the numerical voter support for the Red-Green parties 

remained stable at high levels in the towns and low levels in rural areas. 

The election research in Sweden backs up the findings from this thesis. The results match in 

well with the findings of specifically the higher support for the Sweden Democrats in rural 

areas and the regression for the Social Democrats and the Moderates in said parts of the 

municipalities. This correlates well with Maria Oskarson’s report on the lower confidence for 

politicians and the system in rural areas. Sitting governments also did well in towns both in 

2006 and 2010, which further strengthens that picture. The largest finding that has been able 

to be done is that the Social Democrats’ drop in rural areas from 2006 to 2014 which should 

possibly be connected to a drop of centrist voters in a voter landscape with a plurality of right-

leaning voters. The party’s previous strength in winning elections thanks to centrist voters has 

come under threat from the Sweden Democrats, that is a party leaning right but entices voters 

from both blocs. In turn this should be able to explain the Social Democrats’ latter swing 

towards the centre in parliament. 
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8. Litterature and theoretical discussion 

One problem the thesis has had regarding previous research is that said research often having 

often been conducted many decades ago and seldom in modern times. The more recent 

research that is there has still come to good use. Since the electoral systems differ between the 

countries are still British and U.S. electoral research difficult to connect directly to an 

electoral system like the Swedish one. To have that there and also to discuss it here, is still 

important on my part. 

To begin with Robert Dahl’s contribution is most important to discuss since it has been the 

fundamental framework for this thesis. Dahl’s part on democratic theories is useable in many 

contexts, but my foremost criticism against the theories is that those are abstract. The texts are 

long but often do not say very much, aside from the parts of high-quality material that hold 

the chapters together. Based upon the material I have read in conjunction with this thesis I 

find that Dahl in all essence has decent theoretical directions. Still, it is required as a reader to 

put what Dahl had written in a context, which not always is an easy process. Theoretical 

approaches from his works did eventually work out well, but it can always be pointed out that 

the connection between results in municipalities and the sizes of the same not always are 

linear. Several of the smaller municipalities that were studied in this thesis had split results 

between the town and rural areas, with different majorities being formed. At the same time 

some larger municipalities such as Linköping and Umeå showed more unison results between 

the central settlement and the rural area. Even though smaller municipalities can lead to a 

result that constitutes the majority will in all parts of the municipality, it is not sure that will 

be the case. 

The previous municipal research in conjunction with the mergers during the 1970’s by 

Westerståhl and others, was useable from a theoretical standpoint, but also suffered from the 

aspect that it was from a large number of years ago. The most conspicuous from my 

viewpoint there lately have not been well-published follow-ups on studies that were being 

made at the time of the municipal reform. Where I can have a personal viewpoint on the 

research is how 8,000 inhabitants could be established as an ideal type without a full account 

of how they have landed in that number. The question is also: how would the ideal size be in 

today’s digitalised society where digital democracy is a subject that are being researched? 
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The SOM Institute’s electoral research generally has high quality and I would judge that is 

has come to very good use as a source for dividing lines within Swedish politics. What they 

lack, however, is specialised research regarding rural and urban voters. Much of what the 

institute is a decent theoretical ground but does not dive deep enough in economical 

differences in life conditions. Because of this, the method for this thesis changed somewhat, 

since secure data regarding economic questions were lacking. For example, only Right-Left 

dimension was presented from a general perspective based upon all inhabitants of Sweden. It 

limits me as a thesis author and those conclusions I can draw regarding how economic and 

ideological voting affects the dividing lines between towns and rural areas. It is possible to 

see differences in how votes fall, but the wider theoretical background to verify it becomes 

trickier. In that aspect, I had wished that the SOM Institute with the resources and possibilities 

that are available also would have published such statistics. 

Maria Oskarson’s summary was still rather useful to be able to quickly find similarities and 

differences between the four chosen categories. One differing viewpoint I have, though, is 

that the respondents themselves had been choosing the category they felt like they lived in. 

The question is whether it had not been more reasonable that each respondent would have 

filled in the settlement they live in and then the SOM Institute’s researchers had defined that 

category manually? Different voters could have varying opinions on what for example is a 

small or a larger settlement. 

The previous foreign research is difficult to apply in a Swedish context, but still gives 

interesting theoretical influences and hypothesises that eventually partially were realised 

under Swedish conditions. It should foremost be seen as a background and as a framework 

from which one can form a picture of Swedish tendencies from the outside. Social sciences is 

more based on context than natural science is, but tendencies from one country, could 

reappear elsewhere, even with this in mind. 

Scalia and Johnson have done thorough work based upon United States contexts and the 

political prerequisites that occur there. From an international perspective I would judge theirs 

and the University of New Hampshire’s work within the subject area to hold high class. 

Generally, there are tendencies also in the study Brexit and Public Opinion to find also in 

Sweden. Still, the exact attitudes and differences between towns and rural areas in concrete 

terms are difficult to directly correlate between the United Kingdom and Sweden. 
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9. Concluding comments 

To be able to connect together the first sentences in the thesis’ beginning, it can be confirmed 

that in 15, 10 and 19 respectively of the 31 municipalities in the three parliamentary elections 

different majorities or pluralities were achieved. Accumulated this rendered more than half of 

the municipalities in the 2014 parliamentary election and close to half overall in the three 

elections. In other words, the conflict that Dahl describes between an outcome of electoral 

results and a potential efficiency within the existing municipal lines is there. Whether 

increased autonomy for municipal parts within larger municipalities or divides of severely 

split municipalities would be potential solutions I do not take a stand on – the main aim has 

been to survey whether the problem has existed, and since they exist, the results are presented 

afterwards. 

Sweden still has somewhat marginal differences compared to the examples that were 

mentioned in the cases of the United States and the United Kingdom, where there especially 

in the U.S. case entire states are decided of the strength of population numbers between the 

accumulated metropolis and the rural area, towards one or the other direction. Conclusively, it 

is important to affirm that there can also be the rural areas that has a greater influence in a 

municipality, both if it has more or fewer inhabitants than the town. In other words, the 

municipalities with varying outcomes have a range of different prerequisites in the shape of 

which bloc that ultimately become the largest. The only thing all studied municipalities with 

varying winning coalitions have in common is that all such cases saw a Red-Green town and 

an Alliance rural area.108 In that there is a clear direction regarding where the electoral 

support leans. Where it goes from 2018 and onward is still rather unclear based on the strong 

differences between the general results from 2006 to 2014. 

Are parliamentary elections the best method to study municipalities’ voting patterns? In my 

opinion that is the case, which I previously have explained why. Local elections can have 

differing prerequisites depending on where in the countries they are and what policies have 

been implemented in the municipality. There can also be local parties, unknown outside of the 

municipality that takes a certain share of the votes. In a parliamentary election each voter in 

the entire country stands before the same choice, and therefore it is a given alternative for a 

comparative thesis of this character. 

                                                           
108 Electoral agency & Excel 
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10. Suggestions of future research 

The first suggestion of wider research is a following study where the election 2018 is included 

with the findings that have been made in this study. Since it is done prior to the 9 September 

election there are no empirical data yet, even though opinion polls indicate that clear 

differences can arise on the political map. With continually high movement between the 

parliamentary parties and a possible demise of parties that balance around the four-percentage 

point threshold, the question of whether the movement of the voters between towns and rural 

areas continues to grow, whether the development continues proportionally or whether it 

drops back towards the 2006 levels. Based on a further polarisation of Swedish politics, this 

seems unlikely based upon the 2014 development, but the hypothesis could be tested again 

after the 2018 election. 

Another angle to work through in similar studies is from the larger municipalities with a 

population number of below 50,000 inhabitants according to the same model; outside of the 

metropolises but potential local centres. Sweden has a large number of municipalities within 

the category 20,000-50,000. Such municipalities have a possibility to have their municipal 

precincts divided into central settlements/rural areas and thereby enable studies according to 

the exact template of the electoral results between 2006 and 2014. This can in turn lead to 

answers on the questions of the dividing lines between emerging in the larger regional 

municipalities, remain, weaken or possibly even strengthen when the municipalities become 

one population level lower. 

In size order the municipalities in question that match the inhabitant range and are situtated 

without a directly urbanised link to the metropolises with between 30,000 and 50,000 

inhabitants at 2012-2013; Sigtuna, Landskrona, Trelleborg, Motala, Piteå, Upplands-Väsby, 

Enköping, Österåker, Ängelholm, Alingsås, Lidköping, Vänersborg, Sandviken, Hudiksvall, 

Västervik, Vellinge, Mark, Strängnäs, Värnamo, Katrineholm, Falköping, Eslöv och 

Karlshamn.109 With the population rise since the number of municipalities with that size has 

further increased, since a number of municipalities were just below 30,000. Considering the 

high number of municipalities going down to 20,000 inhabitants it could be suitable to get 

municipalities from as many counties as possible to be able to judge tendencies all over the 

country. 

                                                           
109 Statistical Central Bureau’s statistical database  
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How could one use the electoral results at a municipal level to be able to back up and develop 

the electoral research studies from Gothenburg University? The exit polls could be adapted 

for example in 2022 to be able to go into detail level in municipalities with high differences in 

voting patterns between the town and the rural area to be able to draw conclusions at a micro 

level in how differences in social values are manifested within a shared municipal line. 

What I would suggest being done is to focus specifically on a few municipalities, to get a full 

statistical sample of both urban and rural voters in a separate exit poll. Possible municipalities 

to be included are for example Eskilstuna, Helsingborg, Uddevalla, Varberg and Örebro. 

What those municipalities have in common are that those tend to have large differences 

between the town and the rural area and frequently have different majorities or pluralities. The 

survey could focus on similar questions as those on a national scale but be somewhat more 

centred around local differences as additional questions. Also, it could be included noting the 

support for a separate rural municipality among rural voters and whether those voters believe 

that more service would get closer if municipalities with large value differences are divided in 

two parts.  

Another angle from the study is to focus on whether there are economic- or value-based 

voting that occurs within the municipality. Is there a higher income in one or the other part of 

the municipality that votes in a certain way? 

Age and gender and their impact is also an interesting question to study. The Electoral agency 

presents those two factors for each precinct. Besides from that, it is not possible to see what 

proportion of those who chose to cast their ballots, but one gets a view regarding how many 

voters there are by those indicators. One could also divide the precinct in towns and rural 

areas and find patterns between how the votes fall and how voting by gender and age look in 

the various parts of the municipalities. 

In conclusion, the relationship in municipalities in neighbouring countries are interesting, 

especially in relation to that there tends to be more municipalities in those countries and 

therefore smaller rural sections. Is there a greater distance between parties’ results in towns 

and within areas inside the municipality or neighbouring ones in the other Nordic countries?  

Avslutningsvis så är förhållandet i kommuner i grannländerna intressanta, speciellt i relation 

till att det tenderar att finnas fler kommuner i de länderna och mindre landsbygder. Finns ett 
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mindre eller större avstånd mellan partiers resultat i städerna och i områden inom kommunen 

eller grannkommuner i de andra nordiska länderna? 

To summarize, I find that the thesis has fulfilled its aim: which is to research whether a 

variation within the Swedish electoral populace exists and having connected theoretical 

background with real electoral results. There is more to study within dividing lines between 

varying categories or voters, but those differences between towns and rural areas that have 

been found could open for a lot of deeper research in the future. 
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